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In this paper we examine the incidence of poverty and inequality across different States and 
socio-economic groups in order to get a spatial picture of welfare distribution in India. Our 
welfare indicator is the money-metric measure of utility represented by the equivalent 
expenditure incorporating substitution effects due to price changes. The indicator was derived 
by estimating separate demand systems for rural and urban using NSS 55 data. This in turn 
allowed us to compute different poverty and inequality measures based on these equivalent 
expenditures and carry out our comparative analysis. We calculated these measures for the 
major States of India, for different religious groups, according to household type (the type of 
activity) and according to some social criteria like the level of education of the household 
head and the type of family structure, separately for both the urban and rural sectors. Results 
are analysed in detail bringing out interesting features, comparisons and interpretations 
accompanied by plausible explanations. Further it is also shown that ignoring substitution 
effects and simply using deflated expenditures may not only alter the estimates of poverty and 
inequality but also the relative performances across regions and groups.  
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this study. I. Introduction 
 
Since the initiation of new economic reform policies in 1991, there has been a growing 
debate about the outcome of such policies at all walks of life in the Indian society. Some 
argue that the new reform policies have failed to generate adequate benefits to all the different 
strata of society. On the contrary, there are also evidences of large scale positive pay offs 
from the new policies across the board. In this paper, we present evidence of welfare 
differentials across major Indian states and for different groups of households, both at the 
rural and urban level on the basis of the 55
th National Sample Survey (NSS) which relates to 
1999-2000 almost at the end of a decade of reforms. Another important aspect of this study 
which differentiates it from other similar ones on India is the incorporation of substitution 
effects in the calculation of welfare measures by estimating different demand systems and the 
comparison of measures based on estimated equivalent expenditures with those based on 
observed expenditures, the latter being the most commonly used approach.  
 
Poverty and inequality comparisons are in general based on income or total 
consumption expenditure deflated using the conventional Consumer Price Index as the 
deflator. The problem with this practice is that substitution effects in consumption due to 
changes in relative prices are ignored and therefore utility-compensated effects are not 
considered. Depending on the structure of preferences and the extent of relative price changes, 
the above method could seriously bias welfare comparisons. One way to solve this problem is 
to use equivalent expenditures calculated at some references prices (see Ravallion and 
Subramanian (1996) ) and this is the approach that we have followed in this work. 
 
In Section 2 we describe the particulars of the survey and Section 3 presents a 
descriptive analysis of the database of NSS 55 for the rural and urban samples. In Section 4, 
we briefly go over our theoretical models and the welfare measures used in our analysis. The 
main results of this paper relating to poverty and inequality are discussed in Section 5. In the 
first part of this section we discuss the results from the rural sample, and then we go on to the 
urban results in the second part. We interpret the poverty and inequality results derived from 
estimated equivalent expenditure distributions both at the State level and at the all-India level 
for different socio-economic groups and household types. We provide welfare comparisons 
between rural and urban results to observe any differential impact of the new economic 
  2policies. Section 6 concludes the paper by highlighting the important findings of our study 
along with their policy implications.  
 
2. Description of the Survey  
 
In this section, we discuss the NSS 55  round data which correspond to the period July 
1999-June 2000. 
th
The NSS surveys are framed to decipher different socio-economic features 
of the Indian economy and society. The surveys are divided into 4 schedules, the first one lists 
the household characteristics, the second one is on consumption and the 3
rd and the 4
th 
concern specific socio-economic themes (see Annex, p.52 for a list of specific themes of 
different surveys). The sample design followed for most of the NSS Rounds is a two-stage 
stratified sampling. The first-stage units (FSUs) for the rural areas are census villages, or 
panchayat wards in Kerala; and the FSUs for the urban area are Urban Frame Survey (UFS) 
blocks. Large FSUs in rural areas are subdivided into hamlet-groups and sub-blocks in urban 
areas. These are then grouped into two segments: Segment 1 which is the hamlet with the 
maximum concentration of non-agricultural enterprises and Segment 2 with two hamlet 
groups selected circular systematically from the remaining units. Households in each segment 
are divided into two second stage strata: Second Stage Stratum 1 consisting of affluent 
households (see below for definition) and non-affluent households (the rest). Finally, the 
households in each stratum are selected by the method of circular systematic sampling from 
the corresponding frame in the FSU. 
 
The concept of second stage stratum was introduced in the 46
th round of NSS survey 
in order to obtain a better representation of the high income categories. According to this, all 
rural and urban households are divided into two categories, namely ‘affluent households’ 
form the second stage stratum 1, and the ‘rest’ forming the second stage stratum 2. However, 
the criterion for identifying a household as ‘affluent’ is different between rural and urban 
samples. Households in rural areas owning land or livestock in excess of certain limits or 
having items like motor car or jeep, colour TV, telephone are in the ‘affluent’ category. In the 
urban area, households having a monthly per capita expenditure (MPCE) greater than a 
certain limit for the given town/city are constituted as ‘affluent’ households. Furthermore it is 
worth mentioning that this categorisation according to the household’s wealth was not 
covered during rounds 51 to 54. 
  3Figure 1: Stratification flow-chart for rural households 
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In general, the sample is divided into Central and State, where 10384 FSUs are 
selected for surveying in the Central sample at the all India level, combining rural and urban 
areas; and State samples follow a matching pattern. Furthermore, the sample size for each 
State/UT and Rural or Urban Sector is distributed equally among four sub-rounds with three 
months duration. Sample FSUs for each sub-round are selected afresh in the form of two 
independent sub-samples.  
 
Initially, consumer expenditure surveys were used to be the theme of NSS rounds only 
once in every five years. From the 42
nd round (1986-1987) the consumer expenditure survey 
is being carried out on an annual basis in every round of NSS. Since the 45
th round the subject 
of coverage was expanded to include some educational, demographic and activity particulars 
(relating to employment and unemployment) of each member of the household.  Both types of 
surveys cover the whole of India except for some districts of Jammu and Kashmir, some 
villages in the interior Nagaland and some inaccessible ones of Andaman and Nicobar Island.  
All surveys are of one year duration but the year can be either a calendar year (January to 
December), a financial year (April to March ) or the agricultural year (July to June), which is 
the most frequently used. The consumer expenditure schedules of the 55
th round constitute our 
database for this paper. 
 
In general data are divided into different blocks: block 0, 1, 3 and 4 concern the 
identification of the sample household, its characteristics and the particulars of the members, 
  4whereas block 2 is about the particulars of the field operation. Blocks 5 to 9 are the most 
important for our research because they contain data on the consumption of different items by 
the households surveyed. Block 10 has information on the perception of households regarding 
sufficiency of food intake and the last block is the summary of consumption expenditure. The 
quinquennial surveys have an additional block detailing the numbers of ceremonies performed 
and related expenditures.  We aggregated the detailed consumption data into the five groups 
described in Table 1 below, as these are the groups for which price indices are available from 
other sources. We will say a few words on the price data later in this section.  
 
Until the 50
th round, information about the consumption of food, pan, tobacco, fuel 
and light was recorded on a monthly basis whereas the expenditure for clothing, footwear and 
miscellaneous goods was collected for the last 30 days and the last 365 days. Nonetheless, in 
order to maintain comparability, the final results for all the surveys, as published in the 
corresponding NSS reports and used by researchers, were only by the “30 days” recall. For 
the NSS Rounds 51 to 54, the total sample constituting the survey is split into two sub-
samples with different reference periods.  For the first sub-sample, consumption data are 
collected only for the last 30 days for all items; on the other hand, the reference period for the 
sub-sample 2 changes according to the category of consumption. Thus, the reference period 
for food, pan, tobacco and intoxicants is 7 days; fuel, light, miscellaneous goods and services 
and non-institutional medical have a monthly basis whereas educational, institutional medical, 
clothing, footwear and durable goods are only collected on a yearly based. This approach was 
introduced to take into account the variation in the periodicity with which different items of 
consumption, especially durables and services are purchased by individual households.  
 
The 55
th round constituted a major change in the questionnaire. This time information 
on the consumption of food, pan, tobacco and intoxicants is recorded with two different 
periods: last 7 and last 30 days and all households surveyed were asked to fill in both the 
reference periods. For the remaining items only one reference period is adopted for the entire 
sample. The experiment carried out by the NSSO during rounds 51 to 54 with the reference 
period had shown significantly higher food consumption by the one-week recall but also 
larger sampling errors of these estimates. For clothing, durable goods and certain services, the 
365 days recall had suggested both lower consumption and smaller sampling errors than the 
30 days recall, but also a much more equal distribution.  
 
  5Table 1. Five groups of household consumption expenditure for NSS 55
th Round
 
Summary of  consumer expenditure 
Group Items  Reference  period 
Food                       (1)  Cereals, cereal substitute, pulses and products, milk and milk products, 
edible oil, egg, fish, and meat, vegetables, fruits (fresh & dry), sugar, 
salt, spices, beverages etc. 
Last ‘7 days’ and 
last ’30 days’ 
Fuel and light         (2)  Fuel and light  Last ’30 days’ 
Pan, supari, tobacco 
and intoxicants       (3) 
Pan, tobacco, intoxicants.  Last ‘7 days’ and 
last ’30 days’ 
Clothing, bedding and 
footwear                 (4) 
Clothing, bedding etc, footwear.  Last ‘ 365 days’ 
Miscellaneous        (5)  Education, medical (institutional and on-institutional),entertainment, 
personal effects, toilet articles, sundry articles, consumer services 




durable goods for last 
‘365 days’; and rest 
last ‘30 days’. 
 
This issue is particular to the 55
th round in that, since all households were questioned 
on food consumption by both types of recall, it is very likely that the answers given for the 
monthly recall were just simple multiplications of the one-week reply and vice-versa. Thus, 
either the presence of the one-week question has biased upward the one-month estimates, or 
the presence of the one-month question has biased down the one-week replies (see Sen 
(2001,2003), Deaton (2002,2003a), Deaton and Drèze (2002), NSSO Expert group (2003) for 
example for a deeper discussion of this issue).  
 
The survey covers the whole of India including Jammu and Kashmir for which the list 
of villages is based on the 1981 Census. However, the interior villages of Nagaland, situated 
more than 5 km from a bus route; and inaccessible villages of the Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands, are not covered in the NSS 55
th round. The list of villages and/or panchayat wards are 
based on 1991 Census, and latest list of UFS blocks are used for the selection of rural and 
urban sample FSUs. 
 
  The size of the survey as measured by the number of households that have been 
covered both in rural and urban areas together is shown in the Table 2 below. The total 
number of households is never given in any survey; therefore we calculate it from the number 
  6of entries in block no. 1 corresponding to household identification (where there is only one 
entry per household).  As one can see the size varies a lot from survey to survey. In particular 
rounds 51 to 54 have been called the thin rounds due to their small relative size compared to 
the 50th. However, the 55
th round has come back to a bigger figure of the same order of 
magnitude as the 50
th. 
 
Table 2. Size of survey rounds from 50
th to 55
th NSSO
   Rural  urban   
NSS Survey period  NSS no.  ss1  ss2 total ss1 ss2  total  Grand 
total 
July 1993-June 1994  50      69206      46148  115354 
July 1994-June 1995  51  16244  15999  32243  10521  10423  20944  53187 
July 1995-June 1996  52  14392  1446  15838  9879  9858  19737  35575 
January 1997-December 1997  53 6993  6997  13990  14276  14114  28390 42380 
January  1998-June  1998  54  9987 9951 19938 3497 3486  6983  26921 
July 1999-June 2000  55      71385      48924  120309 
Note: ss1 = sub-sample one, ss2=sub-sample two with different reference periods for NSS rounds 51 to 54 
 
  All the NSS survey rounds that we use for the project are classified in terms of rural 
and urban samples. Moreover, there are also classifications on the basis of the social groups, 
occupation, religion and other characteristics. The household occupation classification is 
different in both Rural and Urban sample. For the rural areas, we have self-employed in 
agriculture and non-agriculture, agricultural labour, and other labour. In the urban areas, the 
classifications are the following: self-employed, regular wage/salary earning, casual labour, 
and others.  
 
Consumer Price Index for Rural Labourers and Industrial workers are obtained from 
the Labour Bureau (Government of India) on a monthly basis and state-wise with 1986-
87=100 base for Rural Labourers and a 1982=100 base for Industrial  Workers. A simple 
average for the 12 months is used to get a single value for each year for each State in the 
sample, assuming that all the households in a same State and a same area (rural or urban) face 
the same price level for each item. Data on price indices allows a five way split of 
  7consumption, namely Food (FD); Fuel and light (FL); Pan, tobacco and intoxicants (PTI); 
Clothing, bedding and footwear (CBF) and Miscellaneous
2 (MISC).  
 
Our demand systems are estimated with unit record data from the 55th Round of 
India’s National Sample Survey (1999-2000). The sample is composed of 71’385 rural 
households and 48’924 urban ones. In order to constitute the sample for our analysis, we 
consider the number of households consuming food as the maximum possible size for each 
State (which should also be the total size of the survey). However not all the households 
consuming food consume all the five categories. If we wanted to consider the whole sample 
as such in our research, we would have had to use a model which allows for the choice of 
whether to consume or not i.e. that of zero expenditures, which could be either based on non-
economic considerations or constrained by income. We leave this extension to future research. 
Thus we only consider the households consuming all the items and this result in a reduction of 
the sample analysed though the total size of our sample is still relatively large.  
 
Lack of consumer price indices for certain States/UTs, namely, Sikkim, Nagaland, 
Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, and A & N Islands leads us to drop these States even though 
they were covered in the NSS 55
th Round Survey. However, for some State/UTs, namely 
Daman & Du, Goa, Delhi, Dadra & Nagar Haveli, Chandigarh, and Pondicherry, we use the 
price levels of Gujarat, Maharashtra, Haryana, Maharashtra, Punjab, and Tamil Nadu 
respectively. The choice of taking these proxies is simply driven by the fact that the former 
States /UTs share the border with the latter states and we expect that they will show some sort 






  This sub-section presents, for the rural sample of the 55
th round, descriptive statistics 
of the key variables used in our calculations. 
                                                 
2 In urban areas miscellaneous and housing index price are consider separately whereas in rural areas they belong 
to same index price. In order to have the same definition in both areas we have include housing in the 
miscellaneous price index with a weighted average where weights are those of  the centre by states. 
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics of Budget Shares and Total Household Expenditure-Rural 
 
    W1 W2 W3 W4 W5  Total 
Expenditure 
(in Rs.) 
Mean    0.577 0.094 0.095 0.051 0.183  2400.543 
Median    0.593 0.085 0.089 0.035 0.154  1968.400 
SD    0.148 0.049 0.047 0.051 0.122  1806.252 
CV  (%)    25.672 51.751 49.933 54.166 66.356  75.243 
Minimum    0.005 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.001  32.800 
Maximum    0.981 0.726 0.989 0.960 0.970  79106.100 
Percentiles  25  0.487 0.061 0.062 0.018 0.096  1354.795 
  50  0.593 0.085 0.089 0.035 0.154  1968.400 
  75  0.682 0.117 0.120 0.064 0.239  2926.195 
Note: 1=food, 2=fuel and light, 3=clothing and bedding, 4= pan, tobacco and intoxicants and 5=miscellaneous 
 
From Table 3 above, we observe that W1 (the share of food) is the highest, followed 
by W5 (miscellaneous), W3 (clothing, bedding), W2 (fuel, light), and W4 (pan, tobacco) both 
for mean and median values. Food expenditure is basically taking the bulk of total 
consumption expenditure (60% in average). Looking at the coefficient of variation (CV), we 
observe that the variability is maximal in W5 (miscellaneous), and the least in W1. We also 
present the 25, 50 and 75 percentile figures. Except for W4 the distribution of each share 
seems to be rather symmetric between the 25
th and 75
th percentile though the full distribution 
is asymmetric (skewed to the right).  The last column presents the total household expenditure 
in the rural sample, with a high degree of variability (CV is 75.243), which is also captured by 
a huge difference between the maximum and minimum values.  
 
Table 4 . Descriptive Statistics of Prices-Rural 
 
   P1  P2 P3  P4  P5 
Mean   315.11  265.71  318.16  345.79  298.75 
Median   315.75  274.42 316.25  348.75  298.92 
SD   12.43  36.18  26.87  24.04  22.49 
CV(%)   3.94  13.62  8.45  6.95  7.53 
Minimum   294.08  145.67  277.50  287.00  265.58 
Maximum   343.50  333.83  408.83  415.17  369.92 
Percentiles 25  300.42 246.00  296.58  326.92  278.75 
 50  315.75  274.42  316.25 348.75  298.92 
 75  322.50  291.67  331.58 353.50  317.08 
Note: 1=food, 2=fuel and light, 3=clothing and bedding, 4= pan, tobacco and intoxicants and 5=miscellaneous 
 
For the prices, we see that the mean price index of P4 (Pan, tobacco, etc) is highest, 
followed by P3 (Clothing and bedding), P1, P5, and P2. This indicates that the greatest 
  9increase since 1986-87 has been for the category P4 (as all prices are of the same base). The 
maximum variability is observed in P2 (fuel and light) across the states in our sample.   
However, the variability is not that pronounced within the price categories, as there are only 
25 observations in the sample corresponding to the number of States. 
 
Table 5 . Correlation matrix of budget shares-Rural 
 
  W1  W2 W3 W4  W5 
W1 1.0000         
W2 -0.2965  1.000       
W3 -0.4678 0.1695  1.0000     
W4 -0.3058 0.0481  0.0230  1.000   
W5 -0.7852 -0.1263  0.1008  -0.0800 1.000 
Note: 1=food, 2=fuel and light, 3=clothing and bedding, 4= pan, tobacco and intoxicants and 5=miscellaneous 
 
In the next Table, we provide correlation coefficient results among budget shares. We 
observe that W1 is negatively correlated with all other groups, as this confirms our basic 
intuition that with the increase in the budget share of the food consumption, the consumption 
of other categories will decrease. Also, we note that W2 & W5, and W4 & W5 are negatively 
correlated. This implies that budget share of the miscellaneous group is negatively related to 
Fuel & light, and Clothing & bedding groups. Among the groups 2, 3 and 4 there seems to be 
some complementarity (albeit small) as indicated by the positive sign. 
 
In the following table (Table 6), we provide the descriptive statistics of HHSZ 
(household size), LNP (quantity of land possessed in hectares), MCHLD (number of married 
children living with the household) and UMCHLD (number of unmarried children living with 
the household). 
 
Table 6 . Descriptive Statistics of household characteristics-Rural 
 
   HHSZ  LNP  MCHLD  UMCHLD 
Mean   5.549  1.217  0.320  2.053 
Median  5.000  0.410  0.000  2.000 
SD   2.820 3.037 0.658 1.729 
CV (%)    50.829  249.580  205.500  84.196 
Minimum   1.000  0.000  0.000  0.000 
Maximum   52.000  212.370  9.000  13.000 
Percentiles 25  4.000  0.020  0.000  0.000 
 50  5.000  0.410 0.000  2.000 
 75  7.000  1.210 0.000  3.000 
  
  10It may be noted that there are several reasons why we are considering these 
characteristics for our analysis. All the above listed variables are not only important for 
determining the level of household consumer expenditure, but they will also be crucial to 
explore the variation in the distribution of welfare across subgroups, as we discover in the 
later part of this paper. 
 
  The household size variable presents the total number of persons in a particular 
household. In our rural sample, we see that on an average this number is 5.5 and the median is 
5. It is interesting to note that the maximum size is 52! The distribution for HHSZ is 







































In a developing country like India, the pattern of consumption depends on the type of 
work a household is engaged in for earning money income (that we denote as HHTP)
3. In our 
sample we have five different categories in the rural areas, viz, self-employed in non-
agricultural (#1), agricultural labour (#2), other labour (#3), self-employed in agriculture (#4), 
and Others (#9). The bar plot below clearly shows that the maximum number of persons is in 
the group ‘self-employed in agriculture’. We note that 38.8 % are self-employed in agriculture, 
28.6% are labourers in agriculture and 14.3% are self employed in non-agriculture. 
 
                                                
 
 
3 The different types are: 1. self-employed in non-agricultural, 2. agricultural labourer, 3. other labour, 4. self-


















Our next variable of importance is religion. India is a land of many religions living 
harmoniously through the ages and people’s day-to-day habits are to a great extent shaped 
through religious beliefs. Hence religion could play a crucial role in determining consumption 
behaviour. In the following pie chart relating to this variable RLG
4, we observe that Hindus 
are the majority (82.7%) followed by Muslims (11.5%), Christians (4.1%), Sikhs (1.2%), 
Jains (0.1%), Buddhists (0.5%), Zoroastrians (0.0 %) and other groups (0.5%).  These figures 
also follow the all India pattern.   
 
India is a country which is heavily dependent on agriculture. And the quantity of land 
posses  land 
posses S 55
th surv is ou nam land  leased-
in, neither owned nor leased-in, and leas t. W  from
land possessed is highly unevenly distributed across households. The mean land holding is 
                                                
sed is looked upon as an important indicator of the wealth of a household. The
sed indicator in the NS ey cons ts of f r parts,  ely,   owned,
ed-ou e see  Table 6 above that the amount of 
 
4 The religious groups are: 1. Hinduism, 2.Islam, 3. Christianity, 4. Sikhism, 5. Jainism, 6. Buddhism, 7. 
Zoroastrianism and 9. Others 




  Jainism (0.1%) 
Sikhism (1.2%) 
Christianity (4.1%) 
Islam (11.5%)  Missing
Hinduism (82.7%)
 
  121.21 hectares in rural India, the median is 0.41  res  he c ient  riation is 
extremely hi
 
In the next table (Table 7), we  nt a -way sifica betw ousehold 
size and religious groups. We note that for our sample the maximum percentage of 
househ
hecta and t oeffic of va
gh.  
prese  two  clas tion  een h
olds is in the category 4 to 7 persons whatever be the religion.  
 
Table 7 . Cross tabulation of Religious group and Household size (%)-Rural 
 
Religion \ household size  1 to 3  4 to 7  8 to 10  10+  Total % 
1(Hinduism) 17.45  51.15  9.88  4.22  82.70 
2( Islam)  1.66  6.56  2.08  1.16  11.45 
3(Christianity) 0.87  2.68  0.46  0.15  4.16 
4(Sikhism) 0.17  0.79  0.17  0.12  1.24 
5(Jainism) 0.01  0.04  0.01  0.00  0.06 
6(Buddhism) 0.12  0.32  0.04  0.01  0.49 
7(Zoroastrianism) 0.00  0.0 0.00  0.00  0 0.00 
9(Others)  09  0. 0.03  .48  0. 0.29  06  0
Total %  .37    12 5.70  0.00  20 61.82 .70  10
 
T low, shows how  tal nu  of chi living w e household 
varies am roups. It is h notin t for a  religions ept Islam the 
maximum ge of households n the 0 catego th the 3 t roup coming 
close beh
 
Table 8 . Cross tabulation of Religious Group and Total Child* (%)-Rural
able 8 be the to mber ldren  ith th
ong religious g  wort g tha ll the  exc
 percenta  are i  to 2  ry wi o 6 g
ind while it is the reverse order for Islam. 
 
 
Religion  \ total child  0 to 2  3 to 6  7 +  Total % 
1(Hinduism) 47.92  33.90  0.89  82.71 
2( Islam)  4.88  5.55  0.55  10.98 
3(Christianity) 2.14  1.84  0.10  4.09 
4(Sikhism) 0.64  0.56  0.01  1.21 
5(Jainism) 0.04  0.02  0.00  0.06 
6(Buddhism) 0.28  0.20  0.00  0.48 
7(Zoroastrianism) 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 
9( Others)  0.28  0.18  0.00  0.47 
Total %  56.19  42.25  1.55  100.00 




   
ariables, for the urban sample so as to see how they differ from the rural sector. 
Let us now look at the urban sample of the 55
th NSS. We also discuss the same
v
  13  Once again we observe that the mean (or median) budget share is highest for W1 
(food), followed by W5 (miscellaneous), W2 (fuel and light), W3 (Clothing and bedding) and 
n, to acco e mpar ural a ean shares see e slig or 
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ca . In u ample ariab  maxi  W4,  e least  . In 
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riptive Statistics of Budget Shares and Total Household Expenditure-Urban
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an m v s captu  the c ent of ion as 
 
Table 9: Desc  
 
      W1  W2  W3  W4  W5  Total 
Expenditure  
(in Rs.) 
Mean   0.536 0.079 0.073 0.045 0.267  3783.310 
Median   0.544  0.074  0.069  0.031  0.248  3090.270 
SD   0.120  0.038  0.033  0.047  0.132  3119.430 
CV (%)    22.458  47.939  45.697  103.814  49.269  82.450 
Minimum   0.010  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  87.400 
Maximum   0.990  0.890  0.500  0.570  0.990  168849.500 
Percentiles 25  0.458  0.053  0.051  0.016  0.167  2079.100 
   50  0. 8  3090.270  544  0.074  0.069  0.031  0.24
   75  0 6  4759.520  .622  0.098  0.091  0.057  0.34
Note:1=food, 2=fuel and light, 3=clothing and bedding, 4= pan, tobacco and intoxicants and 5=miscellaneous 
  
m th  price le ( 0), fo  five dif ategories, we note that 
m ed ndex o (Pan,  co etc)  hest, follo y P5 
(m ous , P2 (f  light od) and P3 (Clothing and bedding). The maximum 
v is serve 1 acr  state ur urban le. Perhap price 
variab lity is  re in an sa s com o the ru ple, as we see that the 
v
 
Fro e  index tab Table 1 r all the ferent c
ean price (or m ian) i f P4  tobac is hig wed b
iscellane ) uel and ), P1 (fo
ariability   ob d in P oss the s in o  samp s, the 
i mo  the urb mple a pared t ral sam
alues for all the three price categories are uniformly higher here.   
Table 10.  Descriptive Statistics of Prices Urban 
 
  P1  P2  P3  P4  P5 
Mean   415.10  420.33  326.57  608.16  433.11 
Median   426.09  425.82  318.25  584.45  442.80 
SD  69.88  68.76  36.62  65.38  62.16 
CV (%)    14.35  16.84  16.36  11.21  10.75 
Minimum   326.41  248.19  307.24  267.33  436.75 
Maximum   529.25  583.00  395.08  804.33  611.05 
Percentiles 25  7.09  3   295 561 39 40 80.22 .51  .92  8.72 
 50  09  4  318. 584. 44 426. 25 82 . 25  4   5 2. 0  8
 75  18  348.2 645.1 470. 1  461. 470.37  8  5  7
No food, 2=fue , 3=clothi dding, 4= acco and into cants and 5=misc laneous  te:1= l and light ng and be  pan, tob xi el
  14Next, we t he correl efficien  the bu ares of five ifferent 
s, 
and light (W2). However, W5 is negatively correlated with W2, W3 and W4. 
Thus th
d results for these two sectors.   
urn to t ation co t among dget sh  d
categories (Table 11). The budget share of food is negatively correlated with all other share
except for fuel 
ese are a few differences in the structure of urban budget shares compared to that of 
rural implying there would be difference in the estimate
 
Table 11 . Correlation matrix of budget shares Urban 
 
  W1  W2 W3 W4  W5 
W1 1.0000         
W2  980  000        0.0 1.0
W3  30  210  1.0000     -0.11 -0.0  
W4  .1140  810  -0.0920  1.0000   -0 -0.0  
W5  740  420  -0.11 -0.2050  1.0000  -0.8 -0.3 30 
 Note:1=food, 2 gh 3=clot d bedd  pan, tob nd intoxica iscellaneous 
  
As in the case of the rural sample, we also provide descriptive statistics of socio-
emographic variables with brief comments on them.  
=fuel and li t,  hing an ing, 4= acco a nts and 5=m
d
 
Table 12 . Descriptive Statistics of household characteristics-Urban 
 
      HHSZ  LNP  MCHLD  UMCHLD 
Mean   4.450  25.560  0.160  1.800 
Median   4.000 1.000  0.000  2.000 
SD  2.200  214.789 0.466  1.548 
CV(%)   49.390 840.330  291.250  86.000 
Minimum   1.000 0.000  0.000  0.000 
Maximum   28.000  16000.000  6.000  10.000 
Percentiles 25  3.000  1.000  0.000  0.000 
 50  4.000  1.000 0.000  2.000 
 75  5.000  3.000 0.000  3.000 
 
 
In terms of household size, we observe that mean size is 4.4 and the median is 4.The 
aximum size (28) is almost half of the rural one. The distribution of household size is  m


































  In the case of HHTP (household type
5) of the urban, the types are different. The 
ousehold types are categorised into four different groups, viz, self-employed (#1), regular 
labour (#3) and others (#9). The bar diagram below clearly 
shows that the m
h
wage/salary earnings (#2), casual 
aximum number of persons is in the regular wage/salary earnings group in 
urban areas (#2). We note that 41.1 % are wage/salaried people, 36 % are in self-employed 























In the following pie chart, we show the profile of religious groups in urban sample. 
We note that Hindus are the majority (74.9 %), and is followed by Islam (14.7%), Christianity 
(7%), Sikhism (0.9%), Buddhism (1 %), Jainism (0.5%), Zoroastrianism (0.03%) and other 
groups (0.8%). Thus we see a slight decrease in the share of the Hinduism and slight increase 
 and Christianity compared to rural sample. 
                                                
in those of Islam
 
5 The dif nt types are: 1. self-employed, 2. regular wage/salary earnings, 3. casual labour, and 9. others.  fere











and-holding in urban sample, we observe that a highly uneven distribution. 
This is
tween household size and religious 
roups. As in the case of rural sample, we observe that the maximum percentage of 
househ
 






In terms of l
 easily seen from Table 12, as there is a huge difference between the maximum and the 
minimum with a large dispersion and variability. Note the big difference between the mean 
and the median indicating the presence of extreme high values.  
 
  In Table 13, we present a two-way classification be
g
olds is in the category 4 to 7 persons whatever be the religion.  
Table 1 s gr ouse size ( rban 
 
ion \ household size  1 to 3    8 to 10 10+  tal %  Relig 4 to 7    To
1(Hinduism) 24.16    3.95  0.85  .01  46.05 75
2( Islam)  3.36  2.07  0.51  .75  8.80  14
3(Christianity) 1.94  0.36  0.06  94  4.58  6.
4(Sikhism) 0.22  0.05  0.02  92  0.63  0.
5(Jainism) 0.09  0.36  0.06  0.00  0.52 
6(Buddhism) 0.30  0.68  0.04  0.00  1.03 
7(Zoroastrianism) 0.00  0.03  0.00  0.00  0.03 
9(Others) 0.18  0.51  0.10  0.00  0.80 
Total %  30.26  61.65  6.64  1.45  100.00 
 
  
all religious groups the maximum percentage of households are in the 0 to 2 category with the 
In the next table (Table 14), we show how the total number of children living with the 
household varies with the religious groups. Unlike in the rural sample, here we note that for 
  173 to 6 group coming next. We may also note that for the group with more than 7 children, 
Islam has the maximum percentage among all the groups.  
 
Table 14 . Cross tabulation of Religious Group and Total Child* (%)-Urban 
Religion \ total child  0 to 2  3 to 6  7 +  Total % 
1( induism) 52.55  22.18  0.29  75.01  H
2( Islam)  7.70  6.52  0.52  14.75 
3(Christianity)  2.57  0.05  6.94  4.32 
4(Sikhism)  0.31  0.00  0.92  0.61 
5(Jainism) 0 0.17  0.00  0.52  .35 
6(Buddhism)  0.00  1.03  0.64  0.39 
7(Zoroastrianism)  0.00  0.03  0.03  0.00 
9(Others) 0.47  0.32  0.01  0.80 
Total %  66.66  32.46  0.88  100.00 
Note:*Total Child includes both married and unmarried children living with the household 
 
4. Theoretical Models 
 
 
  In order to derive different welfare measures, we first estimated m
Expenditure System (LES-Rank 1), Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS-Rank 2) and 
Qu RS) 
(QAIDS-Rank 3) with our sample. Results based in our estimated equivalent expenditure (EE) 
are d from observed MPCE in our sample. Before discussing the 




adratic Almost Ideal Demand System –Blundell et al (BBLQ) and Ravallion et al (Q
 compared with those obtaine
estimation method and the welfare measures
 
Demand sys  
 
Linear Expenditure System, LES 
 
The simplest unit rank demand system we may consider is the linear demand system 
proposed by Stone (1954). Introducing the household characteristics with the translating 
















is i i D δ p   *  p     r
p
    D δ *        x α β α , i = 1,...,M (1) 
⎝ = = 1 k s k i 1 s
  18where Ds, s = 1,…,S denote the household’s demographic characteristics. The indirect 
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and the equivalent expenditure is given by  
 x 
e,h(p
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The additivity restriction ∑ =
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Almost Ideal Demand System, AIDS 
 
 (1980) is of a flexible fuctional form 
which derives the budget share equation starting from the specification of a cost function 
belonging to the PIGLOG family. The budget share is of the form: 
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the indirect utility function incorporates the demographic conditions is given by: 
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Because of the additivity restriction given by  ,  parameters are constrained as 
follows: 
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1 - M
γ    -     γ  
=
function f this model is: 
( ) ( )
0 1 1 0 p    r   , p u     P log b +   Log x   = 
where  defines a price aggregator.  () ∏ =
i
i β   
i p       b(p)
  19 




Bank, Blundell, and Lewbel (1997) proposed a QUAIDS model  which in fact adds a 
quadratic income term to the Deaton and Muellbauer AIDS model as we can see below: 
    
r
log    
λ
     p log    γ      
P
r
















⎛ + + = ∑ ∑ is δ α  (3) 
P b(p) j ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
where the price index is given by 










k p log   log      γ   
2
1
    p log    D     α         α
kj s ks 0 k j p δ  
and a price aggregator is defined as  A new function λ is introduced:  () ∏ =
i
i β   
i p       b(p) . 
( ) i
i
i p log   λ        λ(p) ∑ =  and all the constraint of AIDS.  
The eq








7 would be written as: 
logx 
e,h =  ( )
() () ()
0 1 1 1
0
0
p   r   , p u log
p






We also consider an alternative QUAIDS model
8  proposed by Ravallion and 
Subram
nd t
constraints remain the same. The mod
anian (1996). The principal difference between BBLQ and RSQ resides in the 
specification of the parameter for the quadratic term whereas the price index a he 
el is: 
    () () () () ()    
P
r log   p log                p log    γ      
P
r   log   β      D           w












+ + + + + = ∑ ∑ ∑ j i i θ β θ δ α (4) 
and the equivalent expenditure function is: 
log x 
e,h =  ()
1














j i p p
i θ  
 
                                                 
6 denoted as BBLQ in our empirical results 
7 it is straightforward from this formula that if  ( ) 0    = 0 p λ , the equivalent expenditure corresponds to the AIDS 
   equivalent expenditure. 
8 denoted as RSQ in our empirical results 
  20In all the three models AIDS, QUAIDS-BBLQ and QUAIDS-RSQ, we impose the 




The equations directly estimated using our data are (1), (2), (3) and (4). An error term 
εi  is added to all these equations for estimations purposes. In addition, we assume that ε vec  ~ 
( ) ( ) N I N ⊗ ΣM   , 0  where  [ ] M ε ε ε ...     1
' ≡  , M is the number of equations (categories) and N the 
number of households. However the additivity restriction implies that Σ is singular. Therefore, 
ne of the M demand equations is dropped from the system, the remaining (M-1) equations 
are est
o
imated by maximum likelihood, and then the parameters of the last equation are 
recovered using the parameters constraints of each model. The likelihood function for the (M-
1) equations is written as: 
() ( ) [ ]
* 1 * ' *
N
* vec  
2
1
  -   I Σ   log
2
1
  -   2π   log
2
1 - M N
   -      L log ε ε vec IN
−
⊗ Σ ⊗ =  (5) 
denoting [ ] 1 1
*' ...     − ≡ M ε ε ε . Substituting the expressions of Σ* in terms    * ε (derived from the 
first order conditions) into the above likelihood, one obtains the following concentrated 
kelihood function to be maximised with respect to θ, the vector of parameters:  li
() [] {}     * Σ   log     2π    og +     w l     1      1 K     
2
N
        L log + − − = ith  () () θ θ θ   ' ε ε  
N
1








≡ Σ   (6) 
king Poi’s code as a base and modifying it 
appropriately. 
 
Once the unknown parame the equivalent expenditures are 
alculated using the corresponding x
e functions given above. Using x
e as a welfare indicator, a 
LES specification will amount to assuming that an additional 100 monetary units will 
increment well-being by the same amount for poor and wealthy families alike. Rank 2 
demand systems allowing for nonlinearities in the real expenditure response go some way in 
                                                
where h represents a household index. This gives a nonlinear SUR model and as the 
estimation program of such a model is not readily available, it was written in Stata. Here we 
should gratefully acknowledge the help of Brian P. Poi who kindly gave us a code
9 for 
estimating the QUAIDS model of Bundell et al. (cf. Poi (2002) ). We wrote the estimation 
programs of all the four different models ta
ters are estimated, 
c
 
9 Poi’s estimation code in STATA is available in www.stata-journal.com . 
  21alleviat ure  ing this deficiency, while rank 3 systems further add flexibility in the expendit





Sensitivity of welfare measurem he rank of dem nd systems is analysed using poverty 
and inequality measures based on equivalent expenditure as a household welfare metric. This 
 a 
Poverty measures
ent to t a
approach is adopted to incorporate utility-compensated substitution effects in response to 
relative price changes which are simply ignored if one deflates nominal expenditure by
fixed-weighted price index.  
 
 
erty measures belong to the class of decomposable poverty measures in the 




We have chosen six poverty measures and three inequality measures for our study. 
The first three pov
s
f decomposability applied to inequality that involves a “between-group” term. The first 
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 is any given poverty line, yi the income of the i  household and q the number of poor, 
i.e. person with an income less than or equal to z. The parameter α is a measure of poverty 
aversion therefore a larger α gives more importance to the poorest of the poor and implies 
greater severity of p
When α = 0, the Foster et al. measure becomes the well known head count ratio H and 
gives the proportion of the population living in households with per capita consumption below 
the poverty line. 
 
                                                 
10 All poverty and inequality indices have been computed with the help of DAD software (see Duclos et al. 
(2004a, 2004b) and Duclos and Araar (2004)). 
 
  22When α = 1, FGT is the poverty gap ratio PG and all the poor are given the same 
weight. This index is also the product of the head count ratio and the income gap I, which is 
the gap between the poverty line and the average income of the poor:  
   I =  z
z z µ −
 where  z µ is the mean consumption of the poor.  
These first two measures are distribution insensitive in the sense that they do not 
Therefore two samples with the same mean 
butions would have the same head count and 
 are distribution sensitive with weights being equal to the 
 importance to the extent of poverty among the 
number of poor. When α = 2 we have the squared gap ratio. 
 
Our next measure, the Watts measure, is the first proposed distribution sensitive 
poverty
consider the income distribution of the poor. 
income of the poor but different income distri
poverty gap ratio.  
 
 All measures with α > 1
income shortfalls of the poor. Thus they give
poor and not just to the 
 
 measure (cf. Watts (1968)) and it gives the average of the income shortfall in 
logarithmic terms. This is also a decomposable poverty measure. 










Next, we take the poverty measure proposed by Clark et al. (1981) (CHU), which is 
tained as the 
eviation of an aggregate of individual poverty measures: 
 
()
⎠ i i 1
distribution sensitive, subgroup consistent but not decomposable. It is ob
d
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  23F ally Sen’s poverty measure uses a poor person’s rank within the poor (or the whole 
ulation) as an indicator of relative deprivation, Sen (1976). This aggregate measure 





p G I K I H ) 1 ( − + ,  where  K = 
1 + q
q  and 
p G is the Gini index of the poor. 
If there is no inequality among the poor (





income and/or consumption 
expenditure differs from a hypothetical distribution in which each person receives an identical 
share. This index is scaled from a minimum of zero (no inequality) to a maximum of one 
(m
For the linear expenditure system (LES), Kakwani (1980) establishes a direct link in 
between the Gini index and the expenditure elasticity: 
The first of the three inequality measures considered is the well-known Gini index 
which gives the extent to which the actual distribution of 
aximum inequality in the distribution). 
 
* G       G i i η =  
 where  i   η is the expenditure elasticity of the i
th commodity calculated at the mean prices and 
* G is the Gini index of total expenditure. According to this relation, the expenditure elasticity 
of the i
th commodity at the mean expenditure is equal to the ratio of the Gini index of the 
distribution of the i
th commodity expenditure and the total expenditure, respectively. If  i   η  
>(<) 1, expenditure on the i   good is more (less) unequally distributed than the total 
expenditure. Using both definitions together mean that all luxurious item are also more 
ative 




The second inequality measure proposed by Atkinson (1970) incorporates a norm
judgem
µ
µ e y     A − = ,  income mean    actual    = µ  
  24e y is the equity sensitive average income, defined as that level of per capita income which, if 
enjoyed by everybody, would make total welfare exactly equal to the total welfare generated 






















i i e y y f y ,  
where  = ) y ( f i proportion of total income earned by the i
th group, i = 1,…G. Here ξ
11 is the 
inequality aversion parameter, with higher values of ξ implying that society has greater 
aversion towards inequality. We have 0 ≤ A ≤ 1 with inequality increasing as A approaches 1. 
 
  The third measure, Theil’s (1967) entropy measure is derived from the notion of 
entropy in information theory. The simple form of this measure is shown below,  
∑
=
puted on the basis 
of equivalent expenditures (EE) derived from consumer demand systems estimated from our 
sample




















i i  
where    = i S share of the i
th group in total income, G = total number of income groups. Higher 
values of  T imply more inequality.   
 
5. Analysis of results 
 
In this section we analyse the poverty and inequality measures com
s and compare them with those based on the actual monthly per capita expenditures 
(MPCE). As the main objective of this paper is to decipher differences in poverty/inequality 
levels across various socio-economic groups, so we present results for four different types of 
classifications: by religion, household type (the type of activity), by level education of the 
head, and by family structure. The last criterion is perhaps unique to India (and some other 
developing countries) where several families and/or generations live together in a same 
household (joint family structure) especially in rural areas. We wished to see if this tradition 
had any favourable impact on the level of utility achieved by the household with respect to a 
more modern structure of a nuclear family. 
 
Here it should be mentioned that we do not discuss household consumption patterns as 
reflected by our estimated coefficients of the different demand systems used (LES, AIDS, 
 
11 Note that ξ here is different from the errors of the estimating equations, though the same notation is used. 
  25QUAIDS-BBLQ, and QUAIDS-RSQ) and the resulting income and price elasticities. This has 
been done in detail in another paper and it would unnecessarily lengthen this paper whose 
ain concern is the use of an appropriate welfare indicator in the analysis of various aspects 
of pove
t they lead to the same conclusions in terms of luxurious and necessary items and the 
ost elastic good in a given sector is the same one in both models. On the other hand LES 
and QU
 
Of course adjusting dif ta is bound to give different 
lts and different quality of fit but we noticed that differences are more 
important in estimation of expenditure at the commodity level than in the estimation of 
m
rty and inequality within different sections of Indian population and compare between 
our results and those obtained using standard deflated total per capita consumer expenditures. 
We briefly present below our most relevant findings from the other study.  
 
Income and price elasticities of the different commodities were calculated at all India 
level, by type of household and by region. In general the differences between income 
elasticities implied by LES and AIDS models are not important; even though the values are 
differen
m
AIDS results are drastically different and can even be contradictory. In general one 
can say that all food, fuel and pan-tobacco are essential in rural and clothing and 
miscellaneous are “luxury” goods. In urban clothing becomes essential and only 
miscellaneous is “luxury”. In terms of own compensated price elasticities concordance 
between LES and AIDS results less obvious though not completely dissimilar and AIDS and 
QUAIDS own price elasticities are more or less the same. Food is the least elastic to its own 
price in both sectors whereas miscellaneous is the most elastic in both sectors according to 
LES. AIDS/QUAIDS give the maximum elasticity to pan-tobacco in rural and fuel in urban. 
All goods are basically substitutes according to all models for both rural and urban. 
 
Greater differences arise when analysing income elasticities between commodities 
than between household type or between regions for a given model. However different 
models give different results for the same type of household and the same region. LES and 
AIDS income elasticities have the same structure across regions even though variations are 
more important for LES. Fluctuations among LES income elasticities are also more important 
in rural regions than in urban ones. Income elasticities with BBLQ are almost constant within 
urban and within rural regions leading to a constant difference among goods for all regions 
alike.  
ferent models to the same da
estimation resu
  26equivalent expenditure. Moreover adjusting the same model to different sectors (like rural and 
urban) also gives different quality of fit. In rural areas a rank three model which allows more 
exibility to the effect of the real income is found to be inappropriate, giving parameter 
 the other hand 
ese types of models are not so inconvenient though not as good as rank two. This difference 
could be explained by the fact th
urban ones and the consum
 the development being greater in general, a 
 such as AIDS works better though even more flexibility given by 
fl
estimates which are not justifiable in an economic sense. In urban areas on
th
at in a developing country rural regions are really poorer than 
ption basket is basically composed of only essential goods. Such 
goods are well represented by a linear Working-Leser form; therefore the rank one model 
gives a good adjustment in rural areas. AIDS model (which is rank two) also gives a good 
estimation for rural data. In urban, the level of
more flexible form
QUAIDS is not warranted. Thus AIDS is the only model found to be adequate for both sectors. 
That is why in this section we have only compared AIDS estimated results with the results 
based on actual expenditures. (Other model results are added as an Annex at the end of the 
paper.) 
 
Rural welfare results 
    
  We compute poverty and inequality for the sixteen major Indian states for which we 
ave consistent and comparable data at the unit level.   h
 
Poverty profile: Equivalent Expenditure (EE)-AIDS  
 
Let us first profile the poverty at the State-level, and then we will go to an analysis 
using four different groups, viz., religion, household types, educational level, and family 
structure to have a better view of poverty across the socio-economic spectrum of Indian 
population. The State-wise poverty values are calculated with reference to the official State 
poverty lines.  
 
  In Table 15 below, the headcount ratio (proportion of people below poverty line) for 
all India is 0.209 according to AIDS-EE. Looking at the States’ headcount ratio (HCR), we 
observe that Punjab (0.063) has the least poverty, and is followed by Himachal Pradesh 
a (0.074), and Andhra Pradesh (0.098). The poverty stricken States are the  (0.073), Haryan
  27following: Orissa (0.483), Bihar (0.415), Madhya Pradesh (0.405) and Assam (0.355). We 
find that there are twelve States (AP, GU, H , HP, KA, KE, MA, PU, RA, TN, UP, WB) 
which are below the all-India level and four states (AS, BI MP, and OR) are above all-India 
level in terms of our estim
es, viz., erty G atio R) a
quared erty ) PG  me  the av rt f th r (a
oport ith e  th ver e. W  that sh l is lea r Pu (0.01
eaning the average income e p n Pun s short o  pover e by ), and
also  tat t s least headco atio. Th rtfall is highes  Ori
.120), ch   S with  max  percen  of po opl ong 
ates i r s e e  dia re sh that th rage  fall  e po
mpar  the e ne bou er ce he pove everity sure he S
o ex  a ith an all- figure  ing a 17,  avera
(weigh
Table 15: Poverty and Inequality measures state-wise (EE-AIDS and MPCE)
R
 
ated EE-AIDS.  
 
  We now discuss two other poverty measur  Pov ap R  (PG nd 
S  Pov  Gap (SPG . In  R, we asure erage sho fall o e poo s a 
pr ion) w  resp ct to e po ty lin e see ortfal st fo njab  0) 
(m  of th oor i jab i f the ty lin  1 %  it 
is  the S e tha  show  the  unt r e sho t for ssa 
(0  whi is also the tate   the imum tage or pe e am the 
St n ou ampl . Th all-In  figu ows  e ave short of th or 
co ed to  pov rty li  is a t 6 p nt. T rty s  mea  or t PG 
als hibits  similar pattern, w India  stand t 0.0 the  ge 
ted) shortfall of the poor compared to the poverty line. In both these poverty measures, 
there are the same twelve States which are below the all-India figures, as in the case of the 
headcount ratio.   
  








  EE-AIDS MPCE EE-AIDS    MPCE 
RU   RAL  HCR  PGR  SPG HCR  PGR  SPG GINI  ATKN  GINI  ATKN
AP  0.098 0.020  0.004  0.108 0.020  0.004 0.220  0.041  0.219  0.040 
A   S  0.355 0.070  0.020  0.385 0.080  0.023 0.195  0.032  0.195  0.031
B   I  0.415 0.080  0.022  0.442 0.090  0.025 0.202  0.034  0.204  0.035
G   U  0.102 0.020  0.003  0.133 0.020  0.005 0.225  0.041  0.228  0.042
H 0.074 0.010  0.003  0.084 0.010  0.004 0.253  0.051  0.251  0.051  R 
H 0.073 0.010  0.002  0.090 0.010  0.003 0.229  0.044  0.230  0.044  P 
K 0.030  0.006  0.176 0.030  0.007 0.232  0.045  0.231  0.045  A  0.164 
KE  0.020  0.004  0.106 0.020  0.004 0.258  0.054  0.260  0.055  0.103 
MP  0.048  0.405 0.090  0.026  0.365 0.070  0.021 0.242  0.049  0.240 
MA  0.050  0.212 0.040  0.010  0.231 0.040  0.012 0.248  0.051  0.247 
OR  0.483 0.120  0.042  0.477 0.120  0.041 0.243  0.047  0.243  0.047 
PU  0.063 0.010  0.002  0.076 0.010  0.003 0.268  0.057  0.267  0.057 
RA  .02 0.138 0.020  0.005 0.207  0.035  0.205  0.034  0.133 0 0  0.004 
TN  0.03 0.009  0.193 0.040  10 0.290  0  0.082  0.184  0  0.0 0.08 0.292 
UP  .276 0.05 0.307 0.060  5 0.241    0.048  0 0  0.012  0.01 0.049  0.240
WB  0.016  0.312 0.060  9 0.221    0.045  0.284 0.060  0.01 0.045  0.221
India-all  0.017  0.307 0.060  8 0.254  0.054   0.053  0.290 0.060  0.01 0.252
  28Watts pove y measure, a logarithmi ression of the shortfall, puts the all-India 
figure at 0.068. By using Clark et al measur over e find  ll-India e 9.276. 
(See Table A3, Annex). We not the inte e standings remain the same with respect to 
these m
 
en’s measure is a combined measure incorporating Gini inequality am he poor, 
the headcount and the income gap ratios. Acc g to  easure overty e for the 
rural all-India sam e is 0.080. erms of Sen’s measure also, Punjab (0.010) has the least 
poverty; whereas Orissa (0.160) has the max  poverty rate (please refer to the detailed 
ables  ven in the  nnex). Fin e note t e ba ttern o lts rem he same 
rt c exp
e of p ty, w the a  figur
e that  r-Stat
easures. 
S ong t
ordin this m , the p  figur
pl  In t
imum
t
for all the different poverty m
gi A ally, w hat th sic pa f resu ains t
easures, e.g. Poverty Gap, Squared Poverty Gap, Watts, Clark et 
al. etc. 
  
Table 16: Poverty and Inequality measures religion-wise (EE-AIDS and MPCE) 
 
ESTIMATED  RURAL            
 (EE-AIDS)        HINDU  MUSLIM  CHRISTIAN  OTHERS 
    POVERTY  HCR  0.293 0.288  0.302  0.212 
      PGR  0.058 0.051  0.063  0.038 
      SPG  0.017 0.013  0.02  0.01 
   0.07 0.06  0.077  0.044     WATTS 
      CHU  9.388 9.214  9.684  6.775 
      SEN  0.081 0.07  0.089  0.052 
            
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.253 0.222  0.315  0.313 
      ATKINSON  0.054 0.041  0.08  0.077 
      THEIL  0.119 0.089  0.177  0.163 
OBSERVED  RURAL                
 (MPCE)        HINDU  MUSLIM  CHRISTIAN  OTHERS 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.308  0.311  0.319  0.227 
      PGR  0.061  0.057  0.067  0.042 
      SPG  0.018  0.015  0.022  0.011 
      WATTS  0.073  0.068  0.083  0.049 
      CHU  9.8 5 .22 6 62  9.9 0  10 6  7.2 1 
   0 09 5    SEN  .085 0.079  0. 5  0.0 7 
            
   INEQUALIT INI  0. 31 11 Y  G 252 0.222  0. 4  0.3  
      TKINSON  0 0 08 76 A .053 0. 41  0. 0  0.0  
      L  0 17 60 THEI .118 0.088  0. 6  0.1  
 
Turning to possible differences  ong vari us religious communities, EE-AIDS 
results (Table 16) show that headcount ratio is the highest among the  ti 0.  and 
then we have H du (0.293) lim (0     uted 
the poverty severity measur  as in the o e  s e p rn rema  
am   o
Chris ans ( 302),
  in , Mus .288) and other religions (0.212). We also comp
es  case  f th State ; th atte ins the same for
  29these different religious groups. We ma e t   s he the oups 
(Sikhism, Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, and others) a w l a s th ain 
groups.  
 
  Poverty  ofile in ter e t v n tin t ra ple. 
In terms of the  CR for E S, we r r bo   th hest 
ployed in agriculture having lowest poverty (0.216). HCR for 
the self ployed in non-agriculture is 0.253, and for other labourers is 0.221 (See Table 17). 
 
y not  that  he poverty figure  for t  ‘o r’ gr
re al ays  ess th n tho e of  ree m
pr ms of hous hold  ype is also  ery i teres g in  his ru l sam
H E-AID  obse ve that agricultu al la urers face  e hig
poverty (0.425), with self-em
-em
Table 17: Poverty and Inequality measures group-wise (EE-AIDS and MPCE) 
 
ESTIMATED  RURAL                      
 (EE-AIDS)       SENA  AL  SEA  OL  HIL HL  JFAM  OTHERS
   POVERTY  HCR  0.253 0.423 0.215  0.279 0.365 0.207 0.280 0.294 
      PGR  0.046 0.09 0.037  0.057  0.075 0.037 0.053 0.058 
   0.013 0.028 0.01 0.017 0.022 0.010 0.015 0.017     SPG 
      WATTS  0.054 0.109 0.044  0.069 0.090 0.043 0.063 0.070 
      CHU  8.091 13.567 6.893 8.951 11.705 6.622 8.965  9.422 
      SEN  0.064 0.124 0.052  0.079 0.103 0.052 0.074 0.081 
                   
    INEQUALITY  GINI  0.247 0.218 0.245  0.253 0.232 0.259 0.243 0.258 
      ATKINSON  0.05 0.041 0.05  0.053  0.046 0.056 0.050 0.056 
      THEIL  0.109 0.094 0.108  0.113 0.101 0.123 0.109 0.124 
OBSERVED  RURAL                      
 (MPCE)        SENA  AL  SEA  OL  HIL  HL  JFAM  OTHERS
   POVERTY  HCR  0.271 0.448 0.227  0.235 0.384 0.223  0.3  0.31 
      PGR  0.05 0.095 0.04  0.046  0.079 0.04 0.057 0.062 
      SPG  0.014 0.029 0.011  0.014 0.024 0.011 0.016 0.018 
      WATTS  0.055  0.096 0.047 0.068 0.075  0.06 0.116  0.047 
      CHU  8.678 14.355 7.26  7.517 12.306 7.125 9.592  9.942 
      SEN  0.07 0.131  0.056  0.064  0.109 0.056 0.079 0.086 
                   
      INEQUALITY 0.247 0.216 0.243 0.28  0.231 0.258 0.242 0.257 
      ATKINSON  0.051 0.041 0.049  0.065 0.045 0.055 0.049 0.055 
      THEIL  0.109 0.093 0.106  0.146 0.100 0.123 0.108 0.123 
 
 
Then we examine if the level of education (of the head) makes any difference on 
poverty figures. The headcount ratio of the head-illiterate households for EE-AIDS is 0.366, 
and otherwise it is 0.208. This relatively big difference between the two groups shows that 
education is fundamental in raising the standard of living of the poor. As before, the other 
poverty figures also conform to the same structure. 
 
  30  Finally we calculate poverty on the basis of the family structure. We observe that for 
the headcount ratio for the joint family is 0.280, and non-joint families register poverty at 
0.295. Though the difference may not be statistically significant, there is a strong indication 
that sharing of responsibilities among different nuclear families/generations leads to a 
betterment of the living standard of everyone concerned in the rural areas.  
 
Poverty profile: Observed MPCE  
that there are eleven States, which have less poverty than the 
e with respect to EE-AIDS ( see Table 17).  
 
Let us now turn to the poverty results based on observed MPCE. Table 15 presents 
also some results of the poverty rates among the states, as the HCR for the MPCE is 0.307 for 
all-India. For actual MPCE, we have also divided States into two groups, above and below the 
all-India poverty lines. We find 
all-India level; and these states are AP, GU, HR, HP, KA, KE, PU, RA, TN, UP and  WB, and 
the rest (AS, BI, MP and OR) are above the all-India level. We can note that the correlation 
between HCR-AIDS-EE and HCR-MPCE is 0.99. The actual MPCE has overestimated the 
poverty (HCR) for all the States, except for MP and OR (which are also the worst states in 
terms of HCR).  
 
  In terms of different groups (Table 17) we find that poverty figures are more than that 
for AIDS estimated EE and they follow the same pattern in terms of the relative position 
among the different groups. We may also note that for the education and family structure 
variables, the actual MPCE is slightly mor but the differential between the groups are the 
sam
 
Inequality profile: EE-AIDS  
 
  In this sub-section we examine how welfare is distributed within the population for the 
major States of India and among different socio-economic groups. Three different inequality 
measures are computed namely, Gini inequality measure, Atkinson index and Theil’s entropy 
measure of inequality.  
 
  31  or all these measures, the higher the value is the more the inequality for that 
hich have a Gini figure less than the all-India level. It 




State/group. We observe that for the rural sample, the all-India Gini is 0.254 for the EE-AIDS. 
The highest inequality is in the Tamil Nadu (0.290), whereas the lowest is in Assam (0.195). 
According to the Gini inequality figures, there are thirteen States (AP, AS, BI, GU, HR, HP, 
KA, MP, MA, OR, RA, UP and WB) w
is noteworthy t
 least percentage of people below the poverty line. Also, the case of Kerala is 
interesting, as it also has a high level of inequality, though the poverty is low. It should be 
noted that the range of inequality variation among States is relatively small compared to that 
of poverty, the difference between the maximum and the minimum being 0.1. 
 
For the inequality index of Atkinson, (with 2 = ε ), we observe here the same pattern as 
in the case of Gini. The State of Tamil Nadu stands at the highest inequality level (0.080) 
whereas Assam (0.032) has the lowest inequality rates (see Table 15).  
 
The Theil’s entropy measure of inequality also presents a similar story with an all-
India figure at 0.119. According to this index of inequality, the Tamil Nadu registers the 
highest inequality figure of 0.209, while Assam has the least 0.066. We may note that except 
for Tamil Nadu, all other States have registered lower inequality level compared to all-India 
figure (
Next we examine the level of inequality among different religious groups. This shows 
.312), and ‘other’ religious groups (0.305), 
llowed by Hindus (0.253), and Muslims (0.222). The Atkinson and Theil measures also 
present
loyed in agriculture (0.245), and the least amount of inequality is 
for agricultural labour (0.218), which has actually registered the highest poverty level. 
  
See Tables A1-A5 in the Annex).  
 
 
that inequality is highest among Christians (0
fo
 similar results (See Table 16).  
  
In Table 17, we present results by the household type and we observe that inequality is 
maximum for ‘other labourers’ category (0.253), and is followed by self-employed in non-
agriculture (0.247), self-emp
Regarding the incidence of inequality with respect to the education level of the head of 
the households, our results show that the inequality is lower among head-illiterate, and is the 
same for two other inequality measure (see Table 17). This confirms our intuition that head-
  32literate households being generally all poor they have comparatively less dispersion in income 
le w vels  hereas the range of income or expenditure is much greater with households with 
educate
much higher among head-literate households. 
 
For the join ily,   not  rural jo fam  sligh qua
than the rest. Gini m ure fo oint-f ily is 0.243, and rest is 0.258 (see Table 17).  
 
Ine ality rofi : Ob rved PCE
d head, depending on their professional status. Thus dispersion can be expected to be 
t  m fa we e  at the th int  ilies have tly less ine lity 
eas r j am
qu  p le se  M  
 
In te at Tamil Nadu has the highest inequality, 
but it is Haryana that has the least. T ere are irteen states (same before) whose inequality 
figures are less than the all-India level. The correlation between Gini-AIDS-EE and Gi
MP  is 0. . In   the  ea res of e act  MPC nd AID EE ar lmost the 
 welfare comparison based on utility-based 
easures and those based on deflated expenditures, we decided to look at the rankings of 
States 
al 
RURAL POVERTY   INEQUALITY  
rms of actual MPCE, again we find th
h  th
ni-
CE 998 fact Gini m su  th ual E a   S- e a
same for all classifications. 
 
In order to evaluate differences between
m
according to both. Table 18 below presents these rankings for some poverty and 
inequality measures for the rural sample. Note that the correlation coefficient between HCR 
of actual MPCE and AIDS-EE is 0.99 and hence one should not expect major rearrangements. 
   
Table 18: Rankings of welfare measures State-wise (EE-AIDS and MPCE): Rur
  







EE  MPCE AIDS-EE  MPCE AIDS-EE MPCE 
AP  4 5 4 5 6  5  6  5  5  4 
AS  13 14 13 14 13  14  2  2  1  1 
BI  15 15 14 15 14  15  3  3  2  3 
GU  5 6 6 7 3  7  7  7  4  5 
HR  3 2 3  1  1  13 13  3 5  3 
HP  2 3 2  8  8  6  6  2 1  2 
KA  8 8 8 8 8  9  9  8  8  8 
KE  6 4 5 4 4  4  14  14 14 14 
MP  14 13 15 13 15  13  12  10  11  10 
MA  10 10 10 10 10  10  13  13  12  12 
OR  16 16 16 16 16  16  11  12  9  9 
PU  1 1 1 1 2  1  15  15 15 15 
RA  7 7 7 6 7  6  4  4  3  2 
TN  9 9 9 9 9  9  16  16 16 16 
UP  11 11 11 11 11  11  10  11  10  11 
WB  12 12 12 12 12  12  5  6  7  7 
  33A close look at the Table 18 shows MPCE ranks AP, AS, GU and HP one position lower than 
IDS and five 
etting lower ones. The States involved in the switching are essentially the same ones as for 
HCR b
EE-AIDS making HR, MP go up by one and KE go up by two. PGR rankings also present 
similar changes happening with the same States. 
 
Considering Squared Poverty Gap for both observed MPCE and EE-AIDS, once again 
we find they are strongly correlated (the correlation coefficient is 0.956). Nevertheless, 
rankings of nine States differ with four States getting higher rankings in EE-A
g
ut the extent of shifts is bigger with more rank differences of two or more positions. 
 
Regarding inequality measures, there are much fewer shifts in rankings among States 
between EE-AIDS and MPCE. 
 
Urban welfare results 
  In this sub-section, we discuss urban welfare results, by States and by different socio-
economic groups. Let us first look at the State-wise poverty characteristics. 
P ert of EE D
 
 
ov y Pr ile:  -AI S 
 
  In Table 18 below, we provide the  ty sur  the u  samp he all a 
E ID re 218 te-wise HCR figures show that Punjab has the least value with 
0 , a fo d b machal Pradesh w .04 sam with 0.076 and Delhi with 
0 9. O  (0 , M a P h ( ) ata .331)  Biha 25) a e 
poverty stricken States. Ten States (e.g., AS, GU, HR, HP, KE, MA, PU, RA, WB and DEL) 
a elow  all a le tat o  an ve a e per ance)
or PGR, the average shortfall is least for Punjab, followed by Himachal Pradesh and 
Delhi. The shortfall is highest for Orissa (0.010), followed by Madhya Pradesh (0.090), and 
Karnat
        pover  mea es for rban le. T -Indi
E-A S figu  is 0. . Sta
.036 nd is  llowe y Hi ith 0 9, As
.05 rissa .408) adhy rades 0.376 , Karn ka (0 , and r (0.3 re th
re b  the -Indi vel (S es wh have   abo verag form .  
 
F
aka (0.072) respectively. The squared poverty gap measure puts the all-India figure at 
0.014, with Himachal Pradesh and Punjab again having the least shortfall from the poverty 
line. We further note that the relative performances of the States do not change very much for 
the other measures Watts, Clark et al. and Sen.  
  34 
  Table 19: Poverty and Inequality measures State-wise (EE-AIDS and MPCE) 
   POVERTY   INEQUALITY  
  HCR  PGR   SPG  GINI  ATKINSON 
URBAN  EE-AIDS MPCE  EE-AIDS  MPCE EE-AIDS MPCE EE-AIDS  MPCE  EE-AIDS  MPCE 
AP  0.316  0.316 0.060 0.060  0.018  0.018 0.307  0.311  0.076  0.078 
AS  0.076  0.076 0.020 0.020  0.004  0.004 0.305  0.308  0.074  0.075 
BI  0.325  0.317 0.060 0.060  0.017  0.016 0.288  0.295  0.068  0.072 
GU  0.166  0.166 0.020 0.020  0.006  0.006 0.286  0.290  0.066  0.068 
HR  65  0.109  0.111 0.020 0.030  0.009  0.010 0.276  0.282  0.062  0.0
HP  0.049  0.056 0.010 0.010  0.001  0.001 0.321  0.329  0.085  0.089 
KA  0 0  .070  0.024  0.024 0.304  0.305  0.075  0.076  .331  0.329 0.07 0
KE  0.188  0.192 0.040 0.040  0.01 3  0.076  2  0.01 0.303  0.308  0.074 
MP  0.376  0.354 0.090 0.080  0.029 28      0.072    0.0 0.293 0.299 0.069 
MA  0.072  0.274 0.010 0.060  0.003 23      0.087    0.0 0.296 0.327 0.071 
OR  0.408  0.408 0.100 0.100  0.034 34  0    0.066    0.0 0.28 0.280 0.066 
PU  0.036  0.038 0.000 0.010  0.001  01      0.091  0.0 0.332 0.332 0.091 
RA  0.207  0.208 0.030 0.030  0.008 08      0.060    0.0 0.270 0.272 0.059 
TN  0.227  0.186 0.040 0.040  0.012 10  2    0.129    0.0 0.29 0.363 0.071 
UP  0.269  0.279 0.050 0.060  0.016  0.018 0.285  0.295  0.066  0.071 
WB  0.079  0.121 0.010 0.020  0.003 06      0.093    0.0 0.327 0.329 0.092 
DEL  0.059  0.079 0.010  02 02      0.103    0.010  0.0   0.0 0.339 0.357 0.093 
India-all  0.218  0.247 0.040 0.050  0.014 16      0.084    0.0 0.328 0.321 0.087 
 
 
In terms of poverty incidence among the different religious groups (Table 20), we find 
that EE-AIDS gives Muslims the highest poverty (0.322), fol d by Hindus (0.200), 
Christians (0.178) and ‘others’  11). In   cont ng to point out the 
difference etween u ults wh Chri ’ had  igher p ty followed 
by Musli s and then Hindus, the order being Muslim indus istians rban areas. 
Further, the difference between the highest figure (0.322) and the next one (0.200) is much 
more in urban than in rural where the figures remain relatively close (around 0.3) among the 
three m
) 
ESTIMATED  URBAN            
lowe
(0.1 this ext it is interesti
 b rban and rural res ere ‘ stians the h over
m s, H , Chr  in u
ain groups.  In particular, the rate of poverty among Christians is only 0.178 in the 
urban sector whereas it stands at 0.302 for rural. 
 
Table 20: Poverty and Inequality measures religion-wise (EE-AIDS and MPCE
 (AIDS)       HINDU  MUSLIM  CHRISTIAN  OTHERS 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.200 0.322  0.178  0.111 
      PGR  0.041 0.064  0.035  0.013 
      SPG  0.013 0.02  0.012  0.003 
      WATTS  0.05 0.077  0.044  0.015 
      CHU  7.335 11.798  6.532  4.042 
      SEN  0.057 0.09  0.052  0.019 
   INEQUALITY             
      GINI  0.327 0.292  0.364  0.333 
      ATKINSON  0.086 0.073  0.104  0.091 
      THEIL  0.189 0.174  0.217  0.202 
  35OBSERVED  URBAN                
 (MPCE)        HINDU  MUSLIM  CHRISTIAN  OTHERS 
    POVERTY  HCR  0.221 0.377  0.176  0.218 
      PGR  0.045 0.08  0.036  0.052 
      SPG  0.014 0.026  0.012  0.017 
      WATTS  0.055 0.098  0.044  0.064 
      CHU  8.105 13.828  6.444  7.984 
      SEN  0.064 0.113  0.052  0.071 
                
    INEQUALITY  GINI  0.318 0.285  0.355  0.376 
      ATKINSON  0.082 0.071  0.099  0.114 
      THEIL  0.183 0.169  0.207  0.254 
 
 
For the  ousehold t e classif o c e i ghe t ers’ 
category (casual labour and others) f e  s d er  se ployed (See 
Table 21). Note e relativel iffer  b en rie  se plo o  with 
the l ter group  esenting a figure )
 
The level of education of the head of t m s a nifi mp  the level of 
poverty as for the rural. Head-illiterate households poverty is higher with HCR at 0.416 where 
as it is much low 6)  ad-lit  h ho h fere is m o an in 
the rural areas.  
 
Unlike i the rural a  joint li v ig hig ove te rban. 
This may be exp t that in rura i  fa s is   b ition 
which may imply more than one earning m




h yp icati n, poverty in idenc s hi st in  he ‘oth
ollow d by alarie  work s and lf-em
 th y big d ence etwe  sala d and lf-em yed w rkers
at pr  low   (0.09 .  
he fa ily ha  sig cant i act on
er (0.14 for he erate ouse lds. T e dif nce  uch m re th
n  reas,  fami es ha e a sl htly  her p rty ra  in u
lained by the fac l areas group ng of milie more y trad
ember in a household and hence a higher total 
in
 
e 21: Poverty and Inequality measures group-wise (MPCE and EE-AIDS model) 
ESTIMATED  URBAN                         
  (AIDS)       SW  SEW  OTHERS HILL  HL JFAM  OTHERS
    POVERTY  HCR  0.242 0.09  0.393 0.416  0.146  0.256 0.210 
      PGR  0.046 0.015  0.089  0.091  0.027  0.050 0.043 
      SPG  0.014 0.004  0.03  0.03  0.008  0.015 0.013 
      WATTS  0.055 0.018  0.11  0.112  0.032  0.060 0.052 
      CHU  8.856 3.278  14.42  15.23  5.334  9.358 7.675 
      SEN  0.065 0.021  0.124  0.127  0.038  0.071 0.060 
                       
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.316 0.306  0.311  0.263  0.32  0.313 0.330 
      ATKINSON 0.083 0.075  0.083  0.06  0.083  0.081 0.088 
      THEIL  0.189 0.161  0.197  0.142  0.181  0.180 0.195 
  36OBSERVED  URBAN                   
  (MPCE)     SW SEW  OTHERS HILL  HL  JFAM  OTHERS
   POVERTY   HCR  0.278 0.107  0.428  0.45 0.172 0.284  0.238 
      PGR  0.054 0.017  0.103  0.104 0.032  0.058  0.050 
      SPG  0.016 0.005  0.036  0.035 0.009  0.018  0.016 
      WATTS  0.065 0.02  0.128 0.129 0.038  0.070  0.061 
      CHU  10.163 3.902  15.685  16.5 6.285  10.401  8.709 
      SEN  0.076 0.025  0.142  0.144 0.045  0.082  0.070 
                        
    INEQUALITY  GINI  0.312 0.3  0.307 0.252  0.316  0.308 0.323 
      ATKINSON 0.081 0.072  0.082  0.056  0.081  0.080 0.085 
   0.186 0.157  0.196  0.131  0.179     THEIL  0.181 0.190 
 
 
Poverty Profile: Observed MPCE 
 
The all-India HCR for observed MPCE (0.247) is greater than the one based on EE-
AIDS. This again shows that the without taking into consideration of the substitution effect, 
 the all India figure and 
e rest are above but there are slight changes in the list. In the case of actual MPCE, MA is 
 of 
e different groups.  
we overestimate the poverty figures. Table 19 presents the results for the all the 17 States in 
India for which we have carried out the welfare measures. While dividing the States with 
respect to the all India level, we still have ten States which are below
th
now above the all India figure, whereas TN below the all India level.  
 
There is also an overestimation of poverty by MPCE for the different household types 
compared to AIDS-EE. However, there is no significant difference in the relative position
th
 
Inequality profile: EE-AIDS  
 
  The all-India urban Gini figure is 0.328. Among the 17 States, Delhi (0.339) has the 
ighest inequality, followed by Punjab (0.332). The least inequality is in Rajasthan (0.270) 
with O
h
rissa (0.280) coming next. There are eleven states (AP, AS, BI, GU, HR, KA, KE, MP, 
OR, RA and UP) which are below the all India figure, and the rest are above. It should be 
noted that the urban inequality figures are in general at least 0.5 higher than the corresponding 
rural ones though the range is smaller in urban compared to rural. We also note that Punjab 
which has the least urban poverty is also the State with a high level of inequality.  
  37   terms of Atkinson inequality measures, we observe that DEL, PU and WB have the 
 Haryana coming after. The correlation 
etween Gini and Atkinson inequality measures is very high (0.956).  
Regarding household type, salaried workers (SW) have highest Gini value (0.316), 
As far as education level is concerned, we observe that head-illiterate groups have 
In
highest inequality, and RA has the least inequality with
b
 
  The group-wise inequality figures are shown in Table-21 above. We see Christians 
have the highest inequality (0.364) among religious groups, followed by ‘others’ (0.333), 
Hinduism (0.327) and finally Islam with the least inequality (0.292). This structure is the 
same as the one observed for the rural areas. The two other measures show similar results. 
  
 
followed by ‘other’ workers (0.311), and self-employed workers (SEW) (0.306). One can 
remark that there is no big difference among the above three groups contrary to the poverty 
measures for the same groups.  
 
lower inequality. Thus the same explanation as the one given in the rural section above seems 
to hold here too. For family structure, unlike in the case of poverty which was greater for 
JFAM in urban than in rural, in the case of inequality we have the same result as for the rural 
sample (less inequality for joint-family). Joint-families being poorer in cities than the others, 
the dispersion in their income may also be comparatively lower. 
 
 Inequality profile: Observed MPCE  
 
  With the actual MPCE there is some reshuffle in the status of the States in terms of 
Gini measure. Here TN has the highest value with DEL coming only after (recall that DEL 
was the highest in terms of EE-AIDS). The least inequality is once again observed in RA with 
OR and HR coming next. The correlation between observed MPCE and EE-AIDS is 0.740, 
the correlation being lower than that of rural. 
 
  ge 
slightly lower with observed MPCE figures. The main pattern as well as the differential 
values rem ame am he differen s and socio-economic groups. 
  
For the socio-economic groups, we observe that inequality figures are on an avera
ains the s ong t t religiou
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  Again, in order to eva ate di rences etwee parisons based on utility-
based measures and ose based on deflated  pend res, w ompare the two rankings of 
States in the urban sample. In Table 22, we present the HCR, PGR a SPG  kings   
actual MPCE and estimated EE-AIDS. The simple correlation between HCR-MPCE and 
HCR-EE-AIDS is 0.917. In this cas e no e that MA and DEL ha  higher overty   
term f obs ed M E meaning lower ranks, whereas for AS, GU, HR and TN, the MPCE 
resu show ower verty ates,   sub
discrepancy between the two ranks for Maharashtra. he ran ifferen for th  
ven bigger for the poverty gap ratio and the squared poverty gap. In the case of PGR, seven 
States (AP, AS, BI, GU, HR, RA and TN) have better rankings with observed MPCE 
compared to EE-AIDS and eight (the same seven and KE) for SPG. Only MA and UP have 
gone down in their rankings for these two measures. Similar slidings can be noticed for the 
inequality measures based on the actual expenditures and estimated utility levels. Here the 
biggest shift is for Tamil Nadu which ranks much better in terms of EE compared to MPCE. 
 
Table 22: Rankings of welfare measures State-wise (EE-AIDS and MPCE): Urban 
URBAN  POVERTY   INEQUALITY  
lu ffe  b n welfare com
 th ex itu e c
nd  ran for
e, w tic ve  p in
s o erv PC
lts   l  po  r and sequently the rank is higher. There is a big 
 T k d ce  is State gets
e







EE  MPCE AIDS-EE  MPCE AIDS-EE MPCE 
AP  13 13 13 12 14  12  13  11  13  11 
AS  5 3 6 4 6  4  12  9  11  8 
BI  14 14 14 11 13  11  6  5  6  6 
GU  8 7 7 6 7  6  5  4  3  4 
HR  7 5 8 7 9  8  2  3  2  2 
HP  2 2 2 2 1  1  14  14 14 13 
KA  15 15 15 15 15  15  11  8  12  9 
KE  9  9  10  10  11  10 10  10 10 10 
MP  16 16 16 16 16  16  8  7  7  7 
MA  4 11 4 14 4  14  9  12  9  12 
OR  17 17 17 17 17  17  3  2  5  3 
PU  1 1 1 1 2  2  16  15 15 14 
RA  10  10  9 8 8  7  1  1  1  1 
TN  11 8 11 9 10  9  7  17  8  17 
UP  12 12 12 13 12  13  4  6  4  5 
WB  6 6 5 5 5  5  15  13 16 15 
DEL  3 4 3 3 3  3  17  16 17 16 
 
  39Poverty-inequality trade-off? 
 
In an attempt to detect any connection between poverty and inequality we plotted 
scatter diagrams using State-wise Gini and HCR for observed and actual MPCE (see figures 
below). These diagrams are meant to explore any links in the information contained in our 
derived measures by simply projecting them together on the same plane. It is not our intention 
here to arrive at proper explanatory models for them through causal relationships which is 
beyond the purpose of this paper. 
 
 First looking at the two rural plots, it seems that one could fit a negatively sloped line 
indicating that as poverty declines inequality may rise. Some exceptions have to be noted: 
Rajasthan has both figures relatively low (0.207, 0.133) and Orissa is rather far from the line 
with high values - 48% poverty and a Gini index of .243. 
 
 Scatter of Gini index and HCR, NSS 55 round, State-wise, Rural 
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The following two figures show the same plot with the urban data. 
 
Scatter of Gini index and HCR, NSS 55 round, all-India, Urban 
 


































Once more, we observe a negative correspondence between inequality and poverty 
measures (may be even slightly stronger than the rural one) which seems to confirm the trade 
off between the two. Note that both these relationships are explored without controlling for 
other factors that may be relevant in this context. Moreover, even if the same relation is 
maintained after including other variables, it should always be possible to attenuate it (or even 
reverse it in the most optimistic case) by appropriate government policies. 
 
  416. Concluding Remarks 
 
We conclude this paper by summarising the most important results that form the 
poverty and inequality maps of India. 
 
We observe that 29% of India’s population is poor based on HCR-EE-AIDS and the 
corresponding level for urban is 0.218 for all-India urban. Based on MPCE, the poverty (HCR) 
estimates based on actual MPCE for all-India rural stands at 0.307, where as poverty for all-
India urban is 0.247. Thus, we see that in both cases the actual MPCE marginally overstates 
the poverty situation. Further, we can remark that urban poverty is 6 to 7% lower than rural 
poverty. 
 
In terms of inequality, we find that all-India rural Gini-EE-AIDS is 0.254 whereas it is 
0.328 for all-India urban areas. Based on actual MPCE, Gini is 0.252 for rural sample and 
0.321 for urban ones. Thus urban inequality is higher than rural inequality both in terms of 
estimated and actual MPCE values and there is no major difference between the two.  
    
  Rural poverty figures at the State level suggest that Punjab has the least poverty, 
followed by Himachal Pradesh and Haryana, while Orissa, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Assam 
are the worst performers. In the urban sample, once again Punjab takes the lead, with 
Himachal Pradesh and Delhi coming next. Orissa, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka 
have the highest urban poverty rates too.  
 
  Poverty incidences for different social and cultural groups yield quite interesting 
results. In rural areas Christians have the highest poverty, and then it is Hindus, Muslims, and 
finally other religious groups. In the urban areas, we notice that Muslims have the highest 
poverty rates, and then Hindus, then Christians and finally the other groups.  
 
  Looking at the household types, we observe that in the rural sector agricultural 
labourers have the highest poverty, while in the urban one workers in the category ‘others’ 
(other than salaried and self employed workers) register the maximum poverty incidence. The 
lowest is among the self-employed category for both rural and urban. 
 
  42  In terms of level of education (of the household head), we find that for both rural and 
urban samples, head-illiterate households have higher poverty levels. Finally, joint-families 
have lower poverty than others in rural with the trend being reversed in urban.  
 
  Even though the estimates based on actual MPCE in our paper have over-evaluated 
poverty incidence as compared to EE based figures, the pattern remains more or less the same 
for both between the different classifications.  
 
  Now, to summarise the inequality aspect of welfare analysis, our study implies that 
Tamil Nadu has the highest inequality and Assam has the lowest in the rural sector. It may be 
noted that though Punjab and Kerala have low poverty rates they have registered high levels 
of inequality. A glance at the urban areas shows that Delhi and Tamil Nadu have very high 
level of inequality along with Punjab. Rajasthan has the lowest rate of inequality followed by 
Haryana and Orissa. 
 
  A religion-wise look at the inequality level reveals that Christians and ‘Others’ have 
high inequality both in rural and urban areas with Hindus and Muslims following in that order. 
For household types, ‘other labourers’ group in rural sample and ‘salaried workers’ in urban 
sample have registered maximum level of inequality though the values are quite close in 
general among all groups. Self employed category is the least unequal group in both sectors. 
In terms of educational level, heal-illiterate households have lower inequality in both rural 
and urban areas, and regarding family-structure, joint-families also show slightly lower 
inequality levels than others. 
 
Finally we place India in the global world by comparing its performance in terms of 
poverty and inequality with that of some selected countries. Taking China which is the most 
suitable country for comparison in terms of population, level of development and 
geographical location, the latest poverty figure stands at 0.046 (HCR) with a Gini value at 
around .403. Thus poverty is much lower in China than in India (0.29) but inequality is higher. 
Now where does India stand relative to developed nations? Comparing with France (0.064), 
Norway (0.046), UK (0.17) and USA (0.127), we see that India’s HCR figure is quite high. 
However in terms of inequality, we find that India’s figure (0.25) is lower, as France’s Gini is 
0.327, Norway’s 0.258, UK’s 0.36 and USA’s 0.408. Thus, one can conclude that poverty 
  43reduction policies have to be carefully chartered with the inequality impact in mind for 
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Annex 
 
List of different socio-economic themes in NSS Rounds 
Maternity, Childcare, Family Planning & Utilisation of Distribution System ( 1986-87) 
Participation in Education (1986-87) 
Utilisation of Medical Services (1986-87) 
Survey on persons aged 60 years & above (1986-87) 
Living conditions of tribal (1988-89) 
Economic Activities of tribal (1988-89) 
Migration & ownership of land by non-tribal in tribal areas(1988-89) 
Literacy & Culture (1991) 
Disabled Persons (1991) 
Developmental Milestone of Children (1991) 
Village facilities (1991) 
Land & Livestock holdings (1992) 
Debt & Investment (1992) 
Particulars of Slums (1993) 
Health Care (1995-96) 
Participation in Education (1995-96) 
Non-directory Trade Establishment & Own Account Trading (1990-91,1997) 
Common property resources, sanitation & hygiene services (1998) 
Common property resources & villages facilities (1998) 
Informal Non-Agricultural Enterprises (1999-2000) 
Unorganised Trade, NSS 46
th Round ( July 1990-June 1991) 
Land & Livestock holdings and debt & investment, NSS 48
th Round ( January 1992-December 1992) 
Housing Condition & Migration with special emphasis on slum dwellers, NSS 49
th Round (January 1993-June 1993) 
Employment & Unemployment, NSS 50
th Round (July 1993-June 1994) 
Unorganised Manufacture, NSS 51
st Round (July 1994-June 1995) 
Education, Health and Aged in India, NSS 52
nd Round (July 1995-June 1996) 
Common Property Resources, NSS 54
th Round (January –June 1998) 
Small Trading Units, NSS 53
rd Round (January 1997-December 1997) 
Employment & Unemployment and Non-agricultural Enterprises in the Informal Sector in India , NSS 55




  49Table A1: Welfare Measures (Observed MPCE), Rural 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  MPCE                   
RURAL  HCR PGR  SPG  WATTS  CHU  SEN  GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  0.108 0.020  0.004 0.019  3.070 0.020 0.219  0.040  0.086 
AS  0.385 0.080  0.023 0.091  12.730 0.110 0.195  0.031  0.066 
BI  0.442 0.090  0.025 0.103  13.810 0.120 0.204  0.035  0.074 
GU  0.133 0.020  0.005 0.026  4.158 0.030 0.228  0.042  0.089 
HR  0.084 0.010  0.004 0.017  2.821 0.020 0.251  0.051  0.108 
HP  0.090 0.010  0.003 0.014  3.003 0.020 0.230  0.044  0.096 
KA  0.176 0.030  0.007 0.033  5.409 0.040 0.231  0.045  0.097 
KE  0.106 0.020  0.004 0.019  3.756 0.020 0.260  0.055  0.118 
MP  0.365 0.070  0.021 0.088  11.690 0.100 0.240  0.048  0.106 
MA  0.231 0.040  0.012 0.049  7.193 0.060 0.247  0.050  0.108 
OR  0.477 0.120  0.041 0.147  14.870 0.160 0.243  0.047  0.099 
PU  0.076 0.010  0.003 0.013  2.561 0.020 0.267  0.057  0.119 
RA  0.138 0.020  0.005 0.023  4.481 0.030 0.205  0.034  0.072 
TN  0.193 0.040  0.010 0.042  5.950 0.050 0.292  0.082  0.213 
UP  0.307 0.060  0.015 0.066  9.790 0.080 0.240  0.048  0.106 
WB  0.312 0.060  0.019 0.075  10.100 0.090 0.221  0.045  0.108 
India-all  0.307 0.060  0.018 0.072  9.830 0.080 0.252  0.053  0.164 
 
 
Table A2: Welfare Measures (EE-LES), Rural 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  LES                   
RURAL  HCR PGR  SPG  WATTS  CHU  SEN  GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  0.100 0.020  0.004 0.018  2.841 0.020 0.221  0.041  0.088 
AS  0.358 0.070  0.021 0.084  11.820 0.100 0.197  0.032  0.067 
BI  0.413 0.080  0.021 0.091  12.880 0.110 0.200  0.033  0.071 
GU  0.102 0.010  0.003 0.016  3.184 0.020 0.223  0.040  0.085 
HR  0.074 0.010  0.004 0.016  2.511 0.020 0.052  0.052  0.109 
HP  0.073 0.010  0.002 0.011  2.437 0.010 0.228  0.043  0.094 
KA  0.165 0.030  0.007 0.031  5.065 0.040 0.233  0.045  0.098 
KE  0.103 0.010  0.004 0.017  3.652 0.020 0.257  0.054  0.115 
MP  0.407 0.090  0.027 0.107  13.020 0.120 0.244  0.050  0.109 
MA  0.215 0.040  0.010 0.044  6.710 0.050 0.249  0.051  0.110 
OR  0.485 0.120  0.042 0.151  15.120 0.170 0.244  0.048  0.100 
PU  0.063 0.010  0.002 0.011  2.118 0.010 0.268  0.057  0.122 
RA  0.137 0.020  0.005 0.024  4.450 0.030 0.210  0.036  0.075 
TN  0.182 0.030  0.009 0.037  5.601 0.040 0.289  0.080  0.210 
UP  0.277 0.050  0.013 0.057  8.835 0.070 0.242  0.049  0.108 
WB  0.282 0.060  0.016 0.066  9.130 0.080 0.221  0.045  0.108 











  50Table A3: Welfare Measures (EE-AIDS), Rural 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  AIDS                   
RURAL  HCR PGR  SPG  WATTS  CHU  SEN  GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  0.098 0.020  0.004 0.017  2.779 0.020 0.220  0.041  0.087 
AS  0.355 0.070  0.020 0.081  11.730 0.100 0.195  0.032  0.066 
BI  0.415 0.080  0.022 0.093  12.950 0.110 0.202  0.034  0.072 
GU  0.102 0.020  0.003 0.017  3.190 0.020 0.225  0.041  0.087 
HR  0.074 0.010  0.003 0.015  2.510 0.020 0.253  0.051  0.109 
HP  0.073 0.010  0.002 0.011  2.438 0.010 0.229  0.044  0.095 
KA  0.164 0.030  0.006 0.030  5.042 0.040 0.232  0.045  0.097 
KE  0.103 0.020  0.004 0.017  3.653 0.020 0.258  0.054  0.116 
MP  0.405 0.090  0.026 0.104  12.970 0.120 0.242  0.049  0.108 
MA  0.212 0.040  0.010 0.043  6.689 0.050 0.248  0.051  0.109 
OR  0.483 0.120  0.042 0.150  15.070 0.160 0.243  0.047  0.099 
PU  0.063 0.010  0.002 0.011  2.118 0.010 0.268  0.057  0.121 
RA  0.133 0.020  0.004 0.022  4.320 0.030 0.207  0.035  0.073 
TN  0.184 0.030  0.009 0.038  5.662 0.050 0.290  0.080  0.209 
UP  0.276 0.050  0.012 0.056  8.805 0.070 0.241  0.049  0.107 
WB  0.284 0.060  0.016 0.067  9.192 0.080 0.221  0.045  0.108 
India-all  0.290 0.060  0.017 0.068  9.276 0.080 0.254  0.054  0.119 
 
 
Table A4: Welfare Measures (EE-BBLQ), Rural 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  BBLQ                   
RURAL  HCR PGR  SPG  WATTS  CHU  SEN  GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL
AP  0.097 0.015  0.004  0.017  2.760 0.021  0.218  0.040 0.086 
AS  0.357 0.067  0.020  0.081  11.800 0.096  0.194  0.031  0.065 
BI  0.402 0.075  0.075  0.089  12.540 0.104  0.203  0.034  0.073 
GU  0.099 0.014  0.003  0.016  3.072 0.019  0.227  0.042 0.088 
HR  0.078 0.013  0.004  0.015  2.627 0.018  0.252  0.051 0.108 
HP  0.072 0.010  0.002  0.011  2.407 0.013  0.229  0.044 0.095 
KA  0.164 0.026  0.006  0.030  5.042 0.036  0.230  0.044 0.096 
KE  0.099 0.014  0.004  0.016  3.497 0.021  0.260  0.055 0.118 
MP  0.415 0.089  0.027  0.108  13.300 0.122  0.240  0.048  0.106 
MA  0.215 0.037  0.010  0.044  6.718 0.053  0.247  0.050 0.108 
OR  0.485 0.120  0.042  0.153  15.130 0.163  0.242  0.047  0.098 
PU  0.059 0.010  0.002  0.011  1.974 0.013  0.269  0.058 0.123 
RA  0.139 0.021  0.005  0.024  4.511 0.029  0.206  0.035 0.072 
TN  0.178 0.031  0.009  0.037  5.490 0.044  0.290  0.080 0.209 
UP  0.284 0.050  0.013  0.058  9.049 0.069  0.240  0.048 0.106 
WB  0.280 0.055  0.016  0.066  9.078 0.076  0.221  0.045 0.108 










  51Table A5: Welfare Measures (EE- RSQ), Rural 
 
   POVERTY                INEQUALITY       
STATES  RSQ                   
RURAL  HCR PGR  SPG  WATTS  CHU  SEN  GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL
AP  0.096 0.020  0.004 0.017  2.720 0.021  0.218  0.040 0.086 
AS  0.367 0.070  0.021 0.085  12.133 0.099  0.194  0.031  0.065 
BI  0.407 0.080  0.021 0.090  12.714 0.106  0.203  0.034  0.073 
GU  0.117 0.020  0.004 0.021  3.631 0.025  0.223  0.040 0.085 
HR  0.080 0.010  0.004 0.016  2.713 0.019  0.250  0.050 0.106 
HP  0.113 0.020  0.003 0.018  3.781 0.022  0.224  0.042 0.090 
KA  0.168 0.030  0.007 0.031  5.164 0.038  0.230  0.044 0.095 
KE  0.084 0.010  0.003 0.015  2.959 0.018  0.262  0.056 0.120 
MP  0.430 0.090  0.029 0.114  13.759 0.128  0.238  0.048  0.104 
MA  0.236 0.040  0.012 0.050  7.351 0.059  0.244  0.049 0.105 
OR  0.482 0.120  0.041 0.149  15.026 0.162  0.242  0.047  0.099 
PU  0.076 0.010  0.003 0.012  2.561 0.016  0.266  0.057 0.120 
RA  0.145 0.020  0.005 0.025  4.710 0.031  0.205  0.034 0.072 
TN  0.169 0.030  0.008 0.033  5.189 0.040  0.295  0.084 0.220 
UP  0.303 0.050  0.014 0.064  9.675 0.075  0.238  0.048 0.104 
WB  0.280 0.060  0.016 0.066  9.066 0.076  0.221  0.045 0.109 
India-all  0.302 0.060  0.017 0.071  9.663 0.082  0.252  0.053 0.119 
 
 
Table A6: Rankings of Welfare Measures (Observed MPCE) Rural 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  MPCE                   
RURAL  HCR PGR  SPG WATTS  CHU SEN GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  5 5  5  5  4  5  5  4  4 
AS  14 14  14  14  14  14  2  1  1 
BI  15 15  15  15  15  15  3  3  3 
GU  6 7  7  7  6  7  7  5  5 
HR  2 3  3  3  2  3  1  13  11 
HP  3 2  2  2  3  2  8  6  6 
KA  8 8  8  8  8  8  9  8  7 
KE  4 4  4  4  5  4  14  14  14 
MP  13 13  13  13  13  13  10  10  9 
MA  10 10  10  10  10  10  13  12  13 
OR  16 16  16  16  16  16  12  9  8 
PU  1 1  1  1  1  1  15  15  15 
RA  7 6  6  6  7  6  4  2  2 
TN  9 9  9  9  9  9  16  16  16 
UP  11 11  11  11  11  11  11  11  10 
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Table A7: Rankings of Welfare Measures (EE-LES) Rural 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
LES                    STATES 
HCR PGR  SPG WATTS  CHU SEN GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL  RURAL 
4 6  6  6  4  6  6  5  5  AP 
13 13  13  13  13  13  2  1  1  AS 
15 14  14  14  14  14  3  2  2  BI 
5 4  3  4  5  4  7  4  4  GU 
3 3  5  3  3  3  1  13  11  HR 
2 1  1  1  2  1  8  6  6  HP 
8 8  8  8  8  8  9  8  7  KA 
6 5  4  5  6  5  14  14  14  KE 
14 15  15  15  15  15  12  11  12  MP 
10 10  10  10  10  10  13  12  13  MA 
16 16  16  16  16  16  11  9  8  OR 
1 2  2  2  1  2  15  15  15  PU 
7 7  7  7  7  7  4  3  3  RA 
9 9  9  9  9  9  TN  16  16  16 
UP  11 11  11  11  11  11  10  10  9 
WB  12 12  12  12  12  12  5  7  10 
 
Table A8: Rankings of Welfare Measures (EE-AIDS) Rural 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  AIDS                   
RURAL  HCR PGR  SPG WATTS  CHU SEN GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  4 4  6  5  4  5  4  4  5 
AS  13 13  13  13  13  13  1  1  1 
BI  15 14  14  14  14  14  2  2  2 
GU  5 6  3  4  5  4  6  5  4 
HR  3 3  4  3  3  3  13  13  12 
HP  2 2  1  2  2  2  7  6  6 
KA  8 8  8  8  8  8  8  8  7 
KE  6 5  5  6  6  6  14  14  14 
MP  14 15  15  15  15  15  10  11  10 
MA  10 10  10  10  10  10  12  12  13 
OR  16 16  16  16  16  16  11  9  8 
PU  1 1  2  1  1  1  15  15  15 
RA  7 7  7  7  7  7  3  3  3 
TN  9 9  9  9  9  9  16  16  16 
UP  11 11  11  11  11  11  9  10  9 








  53Table A9: Rankings of Welfare Measures (EE- BBLQ) Rural 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  BBLQ                   
RURAL  HCR PGR  SPG WATTS  CHU SEN GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  4 6  6  6  4  6  4  4  4 
AS  13 13  13  13  13  13  1  1  1 
BI  14 14  16  14  14  14  2  2  3 
GU  5 5  3  4  5  4  6  5  5 
HR  3 3  4  3  3  3  13  13  11 
HP  2 2  1  1  2  2  7  6  6 
KA  8 8  8  8  8  8  8  7  7 
KE  6 4  5  5  6  5  14  14  14 
MP  15 15  14  15  15  15  10  11  10 
MA  10 10  10  10  10  10  12  12  12 
OR  16 16  15  16  16  16  11  9  8 
PU  1 1  2  2  1  1  15  15  15 
RA  7 7  7  7  7  7  3  3  2 
TN  9 9  9  9  9  9  16  16  16 
UP  12 11  11  11  11  11  9  10  9 
WB  11 12  12  12  12  12  5  8  13 
 
 
Table A10: Rankings of Welfare Measures (EE-RSQ) Rural 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  RSQ                   
RURAL  HCR PGR  SPG WATTS  CHU SEN GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  4 4  4  4  3  4  4  4  5 
AS  13 13  13  13  13  13  1  1  1 
BI  14 14  14  14  14  14  2  2  3 
GU  6 6  6  6  5  6  6  5  4 
HR  2 3  5  3  2  3  13  13  12 
HP  5 5  3  5  6  5  7  6  6 
KA  8 8  8  8  8  8  8  7  7 
KE  3 2  2  2  4  2  14  14  14 
MP  15 15  15  15  15  15  9  11  10 
MA  10 10  10  10  10  10  12  12  11 
OR  16 16  16  16  16  16  11  9  8 
PU  1 1  1  1  1  1  15  15  15 
RA  7 7  7  7  7  7  3  3  2 
TN  9 9  9  9  9  9  16  16  16 
UP  12 11  11  11  12  11  10  10  9 








  54Table A11: Welfare Measures (Observed MPCE) Urban 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  MPCE                         
URBAN  HCR PGR  SPG  WATTS  CHU  SEN  GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  0.316 0.060  0.018 0.070  11.500 0.080 0.311  0.078  0.172 
AS  0.076 0.020  0.004 0.018  2.405 0.020 0.308  0.075  0.158 
BI  0.317 0.060  0.016 0.068  10.460 0.080 0.295  0.072  0.161 
GU  0.166 0.020  0.006 0.028  6.222 0.040 0.290  0.068  0.148 
HR  0.111 0.030  0.010 0.033  3.922 0.040 0.282  0.065  0.138 
HP  0.056 0.010  0.001 0.007  1.942 0.010 0.329  0.089  0.199 
KA  0.329 0.070  0.024 0.090  13.020 0.100 0.305  0.076  0.165 
KE  0.192 0.040  0.013 0.050  7.320 0.060 0.308  0.076  0.164 
MP  0.354 0.080  0.028 0.102  13.520 0.110 0.299  0.072  0.157 
MA  0.274 0.060  0.023 0.080  10.880 0.090 0.327  0.087  0.191 
OR  0.408 0.100  0.034 0.122  15.470 0.140 0.280  0.066  0.148 
PU  0.038 0.010  0.001 0.006  1.274 0.010 0.332  0.091  0.204 
RA  0.208 0.030  0.008 0.036  7.851 0.050 0.272  0.060  0.129 
TN  0.186 0.040  0.010 0.042  7.047 0.050 0.363  0.129  0.390 
UP  0.279 0.060  0.018 0.071  9.710 0.080 0.295  0.071  0.154 
WB  0.121 0.020  0.006 0.024  4.127 0.030 0.329  0.093  0.226 
DEL  0.079 0.010  0.002 0.012  2.895 0.020 0.357  0.103  0.231 
India-all  0.247 0.050  0.016 0.062  9.030 0.070 0.321  0.084  0.189 
 
 
Table A12: Welfare Measures (EE-LES) Urban 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  LES                         
URBAN  HCR PGR  SPG  WATTS  CHU  SEN  GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  0.316 0.060  0.017 0.067  11.500 0.080 0.306  0.076  0.166 
AS  0.076 0.020  0.004 0.018  2.405 0.020 0.304  0.073  0.154 
BI  0.313 0.060  0.014 0.064  10.330 0.080 0.282  0.066  0.147 
GU  0.166 0.020  0.006 0.027  6.199 0.030 0.285  0.066  0.143 
HR  0.106 0.020  0.008 0.028  3.741 0.030 0.274  0.062  0.130 
HP  0.043 0.010  0.001 0.005  1.494 0.010 0.322  0.086  0.199 
KA  0.331 0.070  0.024 0.089  13.080 0.100 0.303  0.075  0.163 
KE  0.186 0.040  0.012 0.046  7.089 0.050 0.302  0.073  0.158 
MP  0.376 0.090  0.028 0.106  14.380 0.120 0.291  0.069  0.149 
MA  0.071 0.010  0.003 0.013  2.804 0.020 0.302  0.074  0.164 
OR  0.408 0.100  0.034 0.122  15.470 0.140 0.279  0.066  0.147 
PU  0.036 0.000  0.001 0.005  1.212 0.010 0.333  0.091  0.206 
RA  0.208 0.030  0.007 0.036  7.851 0.040 0.270  0.059  0.127 
TN  0.226 0.040  0.011 0.048  8.579 0.060 0.291  0.070  0.162 
UP  0.268 0.050  0.014 0.060  9.317 0.070 0.282  0.064  0.141 
WB  0.081 0.010  0.003 0.015  2.767 0.020 0.326  0.092  0.222 
DEL  0.050 0.010  0.001 0.007  1.828 0.010 0.337  0.092  0.206 








  55Table A13: Welfare Measures (EE-AIDS) Urban 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  AIDS                         
URBAN  HCR PGR  SPG  WATTS  CHU  SEN  GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  0.316 0.060  0.018  0.070 11.500 0.080 0.307 0.076  0.168 
AS  0.076 0.020  0.004  0.019 2.406 0.020 0.305 0.074  0.156 
BI  0.325 0.060  0.017  0.071 10.730 0.080 0.288 0.068  0.152 
GU  0.166 0.020  0.006  0.027 6.221 0.030 0.286 0.066  0.143 
HR  0.109 0.020  0.009  0.030 3.844 0.030 0.276 0.062  0.131 
HP  0.049 0.010  0.001  0.005 1.700 0.010 0.321 0.085  0.188 
KA  0.331 0.070  0.024  0.090 13.080 0.100 0.304 0.075  0.164 
KE  0.188 0.040  0.012  0.048 7.159 0.050 0.303 0.074  0.158 
MP  0.376 0.090  0.029  0.108 14.370 0.120 0.293 0.069  0.150 
MA  0.072 0.010  0.003  0.015 2.868 0.020 0.296 0.071  0.154 
OR  0.408 0.100  0.034  0.123 15.470 0.140 0.280 0.066  0.147 
PU  0.036 0.000  0.001  0.005 1.212 0.010 0.332 0.091  0.204 
RA  0.207 0.030  0.008  0.036 7.822 0.050 0.270 0.059  0.127 
TN  0.227 0.040  0.012  0.050 8.612 0.060 0.292 0.071  0.162 
UP  0.269 0.050  0.016  0.064 9.371 0.070 0.285 0.066  0.143 
WB  0.079 0.010  0.003  0.016 2.700 0.020 0.327 0.092  0.223 
DEL  0.059 0.010  0.002  0.009 2.166 0.010 0.339 0.093  0.207 
India-all  0.218 0.040  0.014  0.053 7.994 0.060 0.328 0.087  0.194 
 
 
Table A14: Welfare Measures (EE-BBLQ) Urban 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  BBLQ                         
URBAN  HCR PGR  SPG  WATTS  CHU  SEN  GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  0.315 0.057  0.018  0.069 11.480 0.083 0.307 0.077  0.168 
AS  0.076 0.016  0.004  0.019 2.406 0.020 0.306 0.074  0.156 
BI  0.326 0.060  0.017  0.071 10.730 0.083 0.290 0.070  0.155 
GU  0.166 0.023  0.006  0.027 6.221 0.034 0.287 0.066  0.145 
HR  0.106 0.024  0.009  0.030 3.743 0.034 0.277 0.063  0.133 
HP  0.043 0.004  0.001  0.005 1.494 0.006 0.324 0.086  0.191 
KA  0.333 0.074  0.024  0.092 13.140 0.102 0.303 0.075  0.163 
KE  0.186 0.039  0.012  0.048 7.090 0.054 0.305 0.075  0.161 
MP  0.361 0.085  0.029  0.105 13.800 0.117 0.295 0.070  0.153 
MA  0.065 0.011  0.003  0.013 2.558 0.015 0.312 0.079  0.174 
OR  0.408 0.099  0.034  0.123 15.470 0.135 0.280 0.066  0.148 
PU  0.027 0.004  0.001  0.005 0.891 0.006 0.332 0.091  0.204 
RA  0.190 0.030  0.007  0.035 7.149 0.042 0.271 0.059  0.128 
TN  0.226 0.041  0.012  0.050 8.555 0.059 0.294 0.072  0.164 
UP  0.242 0.050  0.015  0.060 8.425 0.068 0.289 0.068  0.148 
WB  0.079 0.013  0.003  0.015 2.688 0.019 0.329 0.093  0.227 
DEL  0.053 0.007  0.001  0.007 1.965 0.009 0.344 0.096  0.214 










  56Table A15: Welfare Measures (EE-RSQ) Urban 
 
   POVERTY                INEQUALITY       
STATES  RSQ                         
URBAN  HCR PGR  SPG  WATTS  CHU  SEN  GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL
AP  0.248 0.050  0.014  0.056 9.012 0.067 0.316 0.081  0.177
AS  0.070 0.010  0.003  0.014 2.224 0.016 0.316 0.079  0.167
BI  0.294 0.050  0.015  0.064 9.684 0.075 0.294 0.071  0.159
GU  0.118 0.020  0.005  0.020 4.420 0.025 0.293 0.070  0.152
HR  0.104 0.020  0.008  0.028 3.647 0.032 0.280 0.065  0.136
HP  0.024 0.000  0.000  0.003 0.845 0.003 0.332 0.091  0.202
KA  0.306 0.060  0.021  0.078 12.084 0.089 0.309 0.078  0.170
KE  0.165 0.030  0.010  0.038 6.277 0.045 0.313 0.079  0.169
MP  0.337 0.080  0.026  0.095 12.872 0.106 0.300 0.073  0.158
MA  0.063 0.010  0.003  0.012 2.487 0.015 0.312 0.079  0.173
OR  0.379 0.090  0.031  0.112 14.380 0.124 0.285 0.068  0.153
PU  0.026 0.000  0.001  0.004 0.876 0.004 0.339 0.095  0.214
RA  0.179 0.030  0.006  0.031 6.756 0.038 0.273 0.060  0.130
TN  0.192 0.040  0.010  0.042 7.265 0.050 0.301 0.076  0.175
UP  0.045 0.220  0.013  0.053 7.712 0.061 0.293 0.070  0.152
WB  0.071 0.010  0.003  0.013 2.418 0.016 0.333 0.096  0.234
DEL  0.041 0.010  0.001  0.006 1.499 0.007 0.355 0.103  0.230
India-all  0.186 0.040  0.012  0.045 6.808 0.053 0.340 0.094  0.211
 
 
Table A16: Rankings of Welfare Measures (Observed MPCE) Urban 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  MPCE                         
URBAN  HCR PGR  SPG WATTS  CHU SEN GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  13 12  12  12  14  13  11  11  11 
AS  3 4  4  4  3  4  9  8  7 
BI  14 11  11  11  12  11  5  6  8 
GU  7 6  6  6  7  6  4  4  4 
HR  5 7  8  7  5  7  3  2  2 
HP  2 2  1  2  2  2  14  13  13 
KA  15 15  15  15  15  15  8  9  10 
KE  9 10  10  10  9  10  10  10  9 
MP  16 16  16  16  16  16  7  7  6 
MA  11 14  14  14  13  14  12  12  12 
OR  17 17  17  17  17  17  2  3  3 
PU  1 1  2  1  1  1  15  14  14 
RA  10 8  7  8  10  8  1  1  1 
TN  8 9  9  9  8  9  17  17  17 
UP  12 13  13  13  11  12  6  5  5 
WB  6 5  5  5  6  5  13  15  15 









  57Table A17: Rankings of Welfare Measures (EE-LES) Urban 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  LES                         
URBAN  HCR PGR  SPG WATTS  CHU SEN GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  14 14  14  14  14  14  13  13  13 
AS  5 6  6  6  4  6  12  10  8 
BI  13 13  13  13  13  13  5  6  6 
GU  8 8  7  7  8  8  6  4  4 
HR  7 7  9  8  7  7  2  2  2 
HP  2 2  1  2  2  2  14  14  14 
KA  15 15  15  15  15  15  11  12  11 
KE  9 10  11  10  9  10  10  9  9 
MP  16 16  16  16  16  16  8  7  7 
MA  4 4  4  4  6  4  9  11  12 
OR  17 17  17  17  17  17  3  5  5 
PU  1 1  2  1  1  1  16  15  15 
RA  10 9  8  9  10  9  1  1  1 
TN  11 11  10  11  11  11  7  8  10 
UP  12 12  12  12  12  12  4  3  3 
WB  6 5  5  5  5  5  15  16  17 




Table A18: Rankings of Welfare Measures (EE-AIDS) Urban 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  AIDS                         
URBAN  HCR PGR  SPG WATTS  CHU SEN GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  13 13  14  13  14  14  13  13  13 
AS  5 6  6  6  4  6  12  11  9 
BI  14 14  13  14  13  13  6  6  7 
GU  8 7  7  7  8  7  5  3  3 
HR  7 8  9  8  7  8  2  2  2 
HP  2 2  1  2  2  2  14  14  14 
KA  15 15  15  15  15  15  11  12  12 
KE  9 10  11  10  9  10  10  10  10 
MP  16 16  16  16  16  16  8  7  6 
MA  4 4  4  4  6  4  9  9  8 
OR  17 17  17  17  17  17  3  5  5 
PU  1 1  2  1  1  1  16  15  15 
RA  10 9  8  9  10  9  1  1  1 
TN  11 11  10  11  11  11  7  8  11 
UP  12 12  12  12  12  12  4  4  4 
WB  6 5  5  5  5  5  15  16  17 
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Table A19: Rankings of Welfare Measures (EE-BBLQ) Urban 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  BBLQ                         
URBAN  HCR PGR  SPG WATTS  CHU SEN GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  13 13  14  13  14  13  12  12  12 
AS  5 6  6  6  4  6  11  9  8 
BI  14 14  13  14  13  14  6  6  7 
GU  8 7  7  7  8  8  4  4  3 
HR  7 8  9  8  7  7  2  2  2 
HP  2 2  1  1  2  2  14  14  14 
KA  15 15  15  15  15  15  9  10  10 
KE  9 10  11  10  9  10  10  11  9 
MP  16 16  16  16  16  16  8  7  6 
MA  4 4  4  4  5  4  13  13  13 
OR  17 17  17  17  17  17  3  3  5 
PU  1 1  2  2  1  1  16  15  15 
RA  10 9  8  9  10  9  1  1  1 
TN  11 11  10  11  12  11  7  8  11 
UP  12 12  12  12  11  12  5  5  4 
WB  6 5  5  5  6  5  15  16  17 
DEL  3 3  3  3  3  3  17  17  16 
 
 
Table A20: Rankings of Welfare Measures (EE-RSQ) Urban 
 
   POVERTY                 INEQUALITY       
STATES  RSQ                         
URBAN  HCR PGR  SPG WATTS  CHU SEN GINI  ATKINSON  THEIL 
AP  13 12  13  13  13  13  13  13  13 
AS  6 6  6  6  4  5  12  11  8 
BI  14 13  14  14  14  14  6  6  7 
GU  9 7  7  7  8  7  5  4  4 
HR  8 8  9  8  7  8  2  2  2 
HP  1 1  1  1  1  1  14  14  14 
KA  15 14  15  15  15  15  9  9  10 
KE  10 10  10  10  9  10  11  10  9 
MP  16 15  16  16  16  16  7  7  6 
MA  5 4  4  4  6  4  10  12  11 
OR  17 16  17  17  17  17  3  3  5 
PU  2 2  2  2  2  2  16  15  15 
RA  11 9  8  9  10  9  1  1  1 
TN  12 11  11  11  11  11  8  8  12 
UP  4 17  12  12  12  12  4  5  3 
WB  7 5  5  5  5  6  15  16  17 
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Table A21: Welfare Analysis, Religion-wise, Rural 
 
OBSERVED     HINDU  MUSLIM  CHRISTIANITY  OTHERS  RURAL(MPCE) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.308 0.311  0.319  0.227 
      PGR  0.061 0.057  0.067  0.042 
      SPG  0.018 0.015  0.022  0.011 
      WATTS  0.073 0.068  0.083  0.049 
      CHU 
9.862 9.95  10.226  7.261 
     SEN  0.085 0.079  0.095  0.057 
              
    INEQUALITY  GINI  0.252 0.222  0.314  0.311 
     ATKINSON  0.053 0.041  0.08  0.076 
      THEIL  0.118 0.088  0.176  0.16 
OBSERVED                 RURAL(LES) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.292 0.288  0.302  0.213 
      PGR  0.058 0.051  0.064  0.038 
      SPG  0.017 0.013  0.021  0.01 
      WATTS  0.07 0.06  0.078  0.044 
      CHU  9.361 9.227  9.685  6.801 
      SEN 
0.081 0.071  0.09  0.052 
              
    INEQUALITY  GINI  0.254 0.222  0.312  0.312 
      ATKINSON  0.054 0.041  0.079  0.076 
      THEIL  0.12 0.089  0.173  0.162 
ESTIMATED           RURAL(AIDS) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.291 0.288  0.302  0.175 
     PGR  0.058 0.051  0.064  0.028 
      SPG  0.017 0.013  0.021  0.007 
      WATTS  0.069 0.06  0.078  0.033 
      CHU  9.331 9.214  9.684  5.587 
      SEN 
0.08 0.07  0.09  0.039 
               
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.253 0.222  0.312  0.305 
      ATKINSON  0.054 0.041  0.079  0.073 
      THEIL  0.12 0.088  0.173  0.154 
ESTIMATED           RURAL(BBLQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.293 0.288  0.302  0.212 
     PGR  0.058 0.051  0.063  0.038 
      SPG  0.017 0.013  0.02  0.01 
      WATTS  0.07 0.06  0.077  0.044 
      CHU  9.388 9.214  9.684  6.775 
      SEN  0.081 0.07  0.089  0.052 
               
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.253 0.222  0.315  0.313 
      ATKINSON  0.054 0.041  0.08  0.077 
      THEIL  0.119 0.089  0.177  0.163 
ESTIMATED           RURAL(RSQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.304 0.296  0.306  0.226 
      PGR  0.06 0.053  0.064  0.041 
      SPG  0.018 0.014  0.021  0.011 
      WATTS  0.072 0.062  0.078  0.047 
      CHU  9.737 9.466  9.789  7.231 
      SEN  0.084 0.073  0.09  0.056 
       
      
   INEQUALITY   GINI  0.251 0.222  0.319  0.31 
      ATKINSON  0.053 0.041  0.082  0.075 
      THEIL  0.119 0.089  0.182  0.16 
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OBSERVED     SENA  AL  SEA  OL  RURAL(MPCE) 
    POVERTY  HCR  0.271 0.448 0.227  0.235 
      PGR  0.05 0.095 0.04  0.046 
      SPG  0.014 0.029 0.011  0.014 
      WATTS  0.06 0.116 0.047  0.055 
      CHU 
8.678 14.355  7.26  7.517 
      SEN  0.07 0.131 0.056  0.064 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.247 0.216 0.243  0.28 
      ATKINSON  0.051 0.041 0.049  0.065 
      THEIL  0.109 0.093 0.106  0.146 
OBSERVED                 RURAL(LES) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.253 0.425 0.216  0.221 
      PGR  0.046 0.09 0.038  0.043 
      SPG  0.013 0.028  0.01  0.013 
      WATTS  0.055 0.11 0.044  0.052 
      CHU  8.091 13.604 6.919  7.07 
      SEN 
0.064 0.125 0.053  0.06 
             
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.248 0.218 0.246  0.281 
      ATKINSON  0.051 0.042  0.05  0.066 
      THEIL  0.109 0.094 0.108  0.147 
             
ESTIMATED             RURAL(AIDS) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.253 0.423 0.215  0.279 
     PGR  0.046 0.09 0.037  0.057 
      SPG  0.013 0.028  0.01  0.017 
      WATTS  0.054 0.109 0.044  0.069 
      CHU  8.091 13.567 6.893  8.951 
      SEN 
0.064 0.124 0.052  0.079 
             
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.247 0.218 0.245  0.253 
      ATKINSON  0.05 0.041 0.05  0.053 
      THEIL  0.109 0.094 0.108  0.113 
ESTIMATED             RURAL(BBLQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.253 0.425 0.217  0.223 
     PGR  0.046 0.09 0.038  0.043 
      SPG  0.013 0.028  0.01  0.012 
      WATTS  0.055 0.109 0.044  0.052 
      CHU  8.088 13.61 6.949  7.126 
      SEN  0.064 0.124 0.053  0.06 
                
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.247 0.218 0.244  0.281 
      ATKINSON  0.05 0.041 0.049  0.065 
      THEIL  0.109 0.094 0.107  0.147 
ESTIMATED             RURAL(RSQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.26 0.437 0.229  0.229 
      PGR  0.048 0.093  0.04  0.045 
      SPG  0.013 0.029 0.011  0.013 
      WATTS  0.057 0.113 0.047  0.054 
      CHU  8.336 13.994 7.329  7.318 
      SEN  0.067 0.128 0.056  0.062 
   INEQUALITY            
      GINI  0.246 0.218 0.242  0.281 
      ATKINSON  0.05 0.042 0.049  0.066 
      THEIL  0.109 0.096 0.106  0.148 
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OBSERVED   HILL  HL  JFAM  OTHERS  RURAL(MPCE) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.384 0.223  0.300  0.310 
      PGR  0.079 0.040  0.057  0.062 
      SPG  0.024 0.011  0.016  0.018 
      WATTS  0.096 0.047  0.068  0.075 
      CHU 
12.306 7.125  9.592  9.942 
      SEN  0.109 0.056  0.079  0.086 
             
    INEQUALITY  GINI  0.231 0.258  0.242  0.257 
      ATKINSON  0.045 0.055  0.049  0.055 
      THEIL  0.100 0.123  0.108  0.123 
OBSERVED          RURAL(LES) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.366 0.208  0.28  0.295 
      PGR  0.075 0.037  0.053  0.059 
      SPG  0.023 0.010  0.015  0.017 
      WATTS  0.091 0.044  0.064  0.071 
      CHU  11.727 6.658  8.978  9.459 
      SEN 
0.104 0.052  0.075  0.081 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.233 0.260  0.244  0.259 
      ATKINSON  0.046 0.056  0.05  0.056 
      THEIL  0.102 0.124  0.109  0.125 
ESTIMATED          RURAL(AIDS) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.365 0.207  0.280  0.294 
     PGR  0.075 0.037  0.053  0.058 
      SPG  0.022 0.010  0.015  0.017 
      WATTS  0.090 0.043  0.063  0.070 
      CHU  11.705 6.622  8.965  9.422 
      SEN 
0.103 0.052  0.074  0.081 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.232 0.259  0.243  0.258 
      ATKINSON  0.046 0.056  0.050  0.056 
      THEIL  0.101 0.123  0.109  0.124 
ESTIMATED          RURAL(BBLQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.367 0.208  0.282  0.296 
     PGR  0.075 0.037  0.053  0.058 
      SPG  0.023 0.010  0.015  0.017 
      WATTS  0.091 0.044  0.064  0.070 
      CHU  11.760 6.667  9.029  9.466 
      SEN  0.104 0.052  0.075  0.081 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.232 0.259  0.243  0.258 
      ATKINSON  0.045 0.056  0.050  0.056 
      THEIL  0.101 0.123  0.108  0.124 
ESTIMATED          RURAL(RSQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.378 0.219  0.296  0.305 
      PGR  0.078 0.039  0.056  0.061 
      SPG  0.023 0.011  0.016  0.018 
      WATTS  0.094 0.046  0.067  0.073 
      CHU  12.102 6.997  9.462  9.757 
      SEN  0.107 0.055  0.079  0.084 
              
   INEQUALITY   
   .  . 
      GINI  0.230 0.258  0.241  0.257 
      ATKINSON  0.045 0.055  0.049  0.055 
      THEIL  0.101 0.123  0.107  0.124 
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OBSERVED     HINDU  MUSLIM  CHRISTIANITY  OTHERS  URBAN(MPCE) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.221 0.377  0.176  0.218 
      PGR  0.045 0.08  0.036  0.052 
      SPG  0.014 0.026  0.012  0.017 
      WATTS  0.055 0.098  0.044  0.064 
      CHU  8.105 13.828  6.444  7.984 
      SEN  0.064 0.113  0.052  0.071 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.318 0.285  0.355  0.376 
      ATKINSON  0.082 0.071  0.099  0.114 
      THEIL  0.183 0.169  0.207  0.254 
OBSERVED                 URBAN(LES) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.199 0.323  0.173  0.083 
      PGR  0.04 0.062  0.034  0.012 
      SPG  0.012 0.019  0.012  0.002 
      WATTS  0.007 0.074  0.042  0.013 
      CHU  7.289 11.811  6.352  3.02 
      SEN  0.056 0.088  0.05  0.016 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.326 0.289  0.365  0.335 
      ATKINSON  0.086 0.072  0.104  0.092 
      THEIL  0.191 0.172  0.219  0.207 
ESTIMATED              URBAN(AIDS) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.2 0.322  0.178 0.111 
      PGR  0.041 0.064  0.035  0.013 
      SPG  0.013 0.02  0.012  0.003 
      WATTS  0.05 0.077  0.044  0.015 
      CHU  7.335 11.798  6.532  4.042 
      SEN  0.057 0.09  0.052  0.019 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.327 0.292  0.364  0.333 
      ATKINSON  0.086 0.073  0.104  0.091 
      THEIL  0.189 0.174  0.217  0.202 
              
ESTIMATED              URBAN(BBLQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.197 0.31  0.178  0.105 
      PGR  0.04 0.061  0.035  0.012 
      SPG  0.012 0.019  0.012  0.003 
      WATTS  0.049 0.074  0.044  0.014 
      CHU  7.226 11.357  6.532  3.849 
      SEN  0.056 0.086  0.052  0.017 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.337 0.301  0.376  0.342 
      ATKINSON  0.092 0.078  0.11  0.096 
      THEIL  0.204 0.184  0.232  0.214 
ESTIMATED              URBAN(RSQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.172 0.272  0.135  0.068 
      PGR  0.035 0.053  0.031  0.01 
      SPG  0.011 0.016  0.011  0.002 
      WATTS  0.043 0.064  0.039  0.012 
      CHU  6.313 9.947  4.957  2.487 
      SEN  0.049 0.075  0.044  0.014 
              
   INEQUALITY     . .  .  . 
      GINI  0.339 0.303  0.377  0.35 
      ATKINSON  0.093 0.078  0.111  0.1 
      THEIL  0.206 0.187  0.233  0.225 
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Table A25: Welfare Analysis, Household type-wise, Urban 
 
OBSERVED     SW  SEW  OTHERS  URBAN(MPCE) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.278 0.107  0.428 
      PGR  0.054 0.017  0.103 
      SPG  0.016 0.005  0.036 
      WATTS  0.065 0.02  0.128 
      CHU  10.163 3.902  15.685 
      SEN  0.076 0.025  0.142 
            
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.312 0.3  0.307 
      ATKINSON  0.081 0.072  0.082 
      THEIL  0.186 0.157  0.196 
OBSERVED              URBAN(LES) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.24 0.089  0.39 
      PGR  0.044 0.015  0.086 
      SPG  0.013 0.004  0.028 
      WATTS  0.053 0.017  0.105 
      CHU  8.795 3.253  14.304 
      SEN  0.063 0.021  0.12 
            
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.316 0.307  0.308 
      ATKINSON  0.083 0.076  0.082 
      THEIL  0.19 0.164  0.196 
ESTIMATED            URBAN(AIDS) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.242 0.09  0.393 
      PGR  0.046 0.015  0.089 
      SPG  0.014 0.004  0.03 
      WATTS  0.055 0.018  0.11 
      CHU  8.856 3.278  14.42 
      SEN  0.065 0.021  0.124 
            
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.316 0.306  0.311 
      ATKINSON  0.083 0.075  0.083 
      THEIL  0.189 0.161  0.197 
ESTIMATED            URBAN(BBLQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.238 0.086  0.387 
      PGR  0.044 0.015  0.088 
      SPG  0.013 0.004  0.029 
      WATTS  0.053 0.017  0.108 
      CHU  8.7 3.159  14.201 
      SEN  0.063 0.021  0.122 
            
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.327 0.317  0.317 
      ATKINSON  0.089 0.081  0.087 
      THEIL  0.204 0.174  0.207 
ESTIMATED            URBAN(RSQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.205 0.075  0.341 
      PGR  0.038 0.012  0.079 
      SPG  0.011 0.003  0.026 
      WATTS  0.046 0.014  0.097 
      CHU  7.488 2.728  12.506 
      SEN  0.054 0.017  0.109 
        . .  . 
    INEQUALITY  GINI  0.329 0.318  0.32 
      ATKINSON  0.09 0.081  0.089 
      THEIL  0.208 0.175  0.212 
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Table A26: Welfare Analysis, by education level and by family structure, Urban 
 
OBSERVED     HIL  HL  JFAM  OTHERS  URBAN(MPCE) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.45 0.172  0.284  0.238 
      PGR  0.104 0.032  0.058  0.05 
      SPG  0.035 0.009  0.018  0.016 
      WATTS  0.129 0.038  0.07  0.061 
      CHU  16.502 6.285  10.401  8.709 
      SEN  0.144 0.045  0.082  0.07 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.252 0.316  0.308  0.323 
      ATKINSON  0.056 0.081  0.08  0.085 
      THEIL  0.131 0.179  0.181  0.19 
OBSERVED              URBAN(LES) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.414 0.144  0.253  0.208 
      PGR  0.089 0.026  0.048  0.041 
      SPG  0.028 0.007  0.015  0.012 
      WATTS  0.108 0.03  0.058  0.05 
      CHU  15.144 5.283  9.261  7.623 
      SEN  0.124 0.036  0.069  0.058 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.259 0.32  0.312  0.329 
      ATKINSON  0.058 0.083  0.081  0.088 
      THEIL  0.139 0.183  0.182  0.197 
              
ESTIMATED             URBAN(AIDS) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.416 0.146  0.256  0.21 
      PGR  0.091 0.027  0.05  0.043 
      SPG  0.03 0.008  0.015  0.013 
      WATTS  0.112 0.032  0.06  0.052 
      CHU  15.231 5.334  9.358  7.675 
      SEN  0.127 0.038  0.071  0.06 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.263 0.32  0.313  0.33 
      ATKINSON  0.06 0.083  0.081  0.088 
      THEIL  0.142 0.181  0.18  0.195 
ESTIMATED             URBAN(BBLQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.406 0.122  0.254  0.204 
      PGR  0.088 0.022  0.049  0.041 
      SPG  0.029 0.006  0.015  0.013 
      WATTS  0.108 0.027  0.059  0.05 
      CHU  14.874 5.239  9.298  7.486 
      SEN  0.124 0.037  0.07  0.058 
              
   INEQUALITY  GINI  0.271 0.331  0.324  0.34 
      ATKINSON  0.064 0.089  0.087  0.094 
      THEIL  0.152 0.197  0.197  0.209 
ESTIMATED             URBAN(RSQ) 
   POVERTY  HCR  0.359 0.122  0.211  0.18 
      PGR  0.079 0.022  0.041  0.037 
      SPG  0.026 0.006  0.013  0.011 
      WATTS  0.096 0.027  0.05  0.044 
      CHU  14.879 4.476  7.724  6.593 
      SEN  0.11 0.032  0.05  0.052 
              
   INEQUALITY           
      GINI  0.272 0.333  0.017  0.342 
      ATKINSON  0.064 0.089  0.089  0.095 
      THEIL  0.154 0.197  0.201  0.212 
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